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William J. Mills has apW. Nelson of ColumJames
pointed
bus, Luna county, a notary public.
For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer Rufus J. Pa-lehas received the following sums
lor the treasury: Dr. T. W. Watson,
treasurer of Lincoln county, $109.15;
P.
Game and Fish Warden Thomas
Governor

.

n

'Gable $55.50.
Alleged Murderer Arrested.
Mounted Policeman Rafael Gomez
is back from La Petaca, Rio Arriba
county, where he arrested J. Anastine
Martinez, "aged 23 years, on the charge
of killing Onecimo Benividez on October 23, no arrest having been made
before. Juan Martinez was also arrested charged with having knowledge of the crime and not telling an)
.
one.
New Gauger for Territories.
'
George Kirkland of Phoenix, Ariz.,
has been appointed to the office of

(By Special Leased Wire to Wew Mexican)
Salt Lake City, Nov. 18. The football championship of the Rocky Mountain conference will be decided here
today when the University of Utah
meets the University of Colorado.
Neither team has met defeat this year
although Utah was held to a 0 to 0 tie
by Denver University early in the
season. The game will be played on
a wet and slippery field.
On past performances, Utah appears
to have the fast and more consistent
scoring machine, but the bunting of
Nelson and the drop kicks of Rich,
are conceded to outclass the kicking
of the Utah backs.
Cornell Wins.
Cedar Rapids, la., Nov. 18. Final'
Cornell College 49; Coe College 0.
Michigan 6; Penna. 0.
Ann Arbor, Nov. 18. End first half,
Michigan 6; Penna 0. -

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
Yale Field, New Haven, Conn., Nov.
18. Samuel B. White of Fall River,
won the game between Princeton and
Yale today by picking up a poor Yale
pass and running sixty-fiv- e
yards for
the first Tiger touch down against
Yale in eight years, but as Camp of
Yale made a goal from the field, the
final score stood 6 to 3.
Story of the Game.
New Haven, Conn., Nov. 18. Foot- ball banners of Princeton flaunted de
fiantly at Yale in New Haven today,
but with a southeast rainstorm sweep
ing over the playing field both ban-ners and bearers seemed bedraggled
and dispirited over the prospects of
a good football test
Footballists dislike to play a three-cornered game in which the weather
has a hand. The element of luck has
usually figured much larger in such
tests than under dry conditions.
Princeton looked on such an ele
ment with more complacency than
Yale, because good fortune Las walked hand in hand with the former in
every game o far this season.
'
E YEARS
Damaged by Storm.
Out on Derby Downs, where the am
phitheater stands, the storm howled
and crashed all the forenoon, tearing
Kohlsaat
Overrules
Judge
down small trees, patting telegraph
Latest of Dilatory Moves wires out of commission and carrying
off nearly everything that was not
of Packers
nailed down.
In aggregate weight, Princeton has
a
slight advantage over Yale, but in
QUASHED HABEAS CORPUS WRIT the latter team, the
weight is more

storekeeper gauger for the revenue
of Arizona and New Mexico
with headquarters in Phoenix, suo
ceeding J. W. Mccormick who was
forced to resign on account of illness.
Mr. Kirkland's bond was approved by
F. T. Blandy, deputy revenue collectoi
whose office is in Santa Fe.
He Has Escaped.
The mounted police have received
word that the half Indian with colored
blood, who was arrested some time
ago and locked up at Tierra Amarilla
as an unidentified bad man has been
Foley,
found out to be Tom Voley.
however, broke jail and now the po
He
lice want him locked up again.
1s described as 6 feet tall, weight 160
pounds, with yellow spots on his face.
He
He claims to be a cowpuncher.
is certainly an adept at punching
slats and bars from jail windows.
New Incorporations.
Articles of incorporation were filed
today in the territorial secretary's
office by the Valley Bank, which will
be located in Taos, Taos county, and
which is capitalized at $15,000, divided
in 150 shares at $100 each. The shareholders 'are B. G. Randall, of Taos,
30 shares; Carlos P. Dunn of Las Vegas, 30. shares; Edward W. Raynolds
ot Las Vegas, 30 shares; Charles A.
Spiess of Las Vegas, 30 shares, and
William McKean of Taos, 30 shares.
B. G. Randall is president, Edward
TJ. Raynolds is vice
president, and
Carlos P. Dunn is cashier and secretary.
Articles of incorporation were also
Hied by the Goldenberg Sheep Com- pany, with office at Tucumcari and A.
D. Goldenberg named as statutory
agent. The company is capitalized at
150,000 divided into 500 shares at
$100 each and the stockholders are

TRIAL AFTER

district

(By Speciaflasea Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., Nov. 18. The govern

ment won another move in its fight to
bring to trial, nine indicted Chicago
meat packers when Judge Kohlsaat in
the United States Circuit court quash,
ed a writ of habeas corpus issued sev
eral days aeo.

Judge Kohlsaat held that the circuit
court had no power to issue a writ
except in extraordinary circumstances
and that in the present case was without the right.
After nine years of legal action, the
packers must go to trial on Monday.
INCREASING DEMAND AT
LIVERPOOL HELPS WHEAT.
Corn Suffered From Lack of Support
on Grain Market at Chicago,
Illinois.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, Til., Nov. 18. An increasing
Donald Stewart, all of Tucumcari, demand at Liverpool for forward ship
each 100 shares; Ernest Johnson, of ments, helped bring about firmness
here today in the wheat market. The
Corona, 50 shares.
to
opening price was
to
May started at 100
higher.
TRADING ON STOCK
the same change from last
EXCHANGE WAS LISTLESS. 100
M. B. Goldenberg,

A. D. Goldenberg,

8

night as the list taken altogether.
the price
After touching 100
rallied to 100
The close was firm
with May
net higher at
1-- 4
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here. Whether there were fatalities
is not yet known.
No Fatalities. ,v;
El Paso, Texas, Nor. 18. Three
members of the freight crew and a
mail clerk were injured in the collision on the Rock Island road near
Tucumcari. The passengers are said
A CLASSIFICATION
to have escaped with a shaking up,
FOR MINOR LEAGUES

Paul was under continuous pressure
American Smelting
and fell to 110
sustained a loss of a point and the
active list generally was fractionally
close.
below yesterday's
General
Motors broke 41-- 4 to 35.
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THREE CRUSHED TO
DEATH AT CUBERO.

The caving in of an adobe

soeclat Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Antonio, Texas, Nov. 18. By a
nf 25 to 3. the fight for special
"A A" classification was won by,; the
roast League. Eastern League
and American Association at the final
session today of tne national anaa-Hoof Professional Baseball Leagues.
the Western League, Three I League
vote against It
. and the Mink League,

xite

n

houBe

at

Cubero,

San Antonio, Texas, Nov. 18.

Gen-

eral Bernardo Reyes remained close
to his home here today because of an
alleged report that several armed men
had arrived from Mexico City to assassinate him. Reyes said he did not
believe the report true.
Friends,
however, maintained a close watch.
May Attack Juarez.
El Paso, Texas, Nov. 18. Federal
secret service men, It is stated, have
evidence of an active Reyista junta in
El Paso, which has. been carrying on
aa extensive campaign of getting
arms and ammunition across the bor
der. It is said the plans of the Junta
are to begin an attack(on Juarez when
the new revolution Is formally launch
ed. Prominent men from Mexico, for
merly federals, are in El Paso and
several of them are tinder close sui
veillance.

One Chihuahua attorney,
temporarily living here, is said to
have sent twenty or more wagon
loads of arms across here, hidden in
household
When suspicion
goods.
was pointed to him, he left the city.
The junta, it is said, has $100,000
available in El Paso banks.
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The

lack of support
Corn Buffered
'(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
dedown at 64
re- May opened c
New York, Nov. 18. Stocks
and then recovmained almost stationary at the open- clined to 64
The market closed
to 651-8- c
ing today. The demand was light and ered with
c
net lower at 64
easy
May
was
The
listless.
largest
trading
were guided; by the
changes were ah advance of 2 by Oats traders
Lehigh Valley and a decline of an course of corn.1 May started a shade
and
receded to 49
equal amount by United States Steei lower at 50
"
'
50
'
to
rallied
substanwere
lifted
stocks
Special
tially, particularly Union Pacific and In the provision crowd, buyers back
the Copper group, but the general ed away from all offers. Initial sales
5 to 15c with
showed a drop of 2
market showed little spirit.
When profits were taken in the May at 16.75 to 16.771-- 2 for pork;
9.571-e
for lard, and 8.75 to 8.771-leaders the whole list fell back.
liquidation in the Wabash oecurt for ribs.
ties accelerated the decline. Wabash
lost 1, the preferred 2 4 and the four ROCK ISLAND TRAIN3
WRECKED NEAR TUCUMCARI.
per cent bonds 21-The market closed heavy. Attempts
mark, up prices were abandoned Passenger Crashes Into Freight and
Five Members of Crew Are
when it became apparent that the re
coveries were being utilized to dis-Injured.
rpose of stocks. Professional selling
also was prompted by the rule of the (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
Dalhart, Texas, Nov. 18. A passencourt against the beef packers in Chicago. New points of weakness devel ger train and a freight train collided
near Tucumcari, Quay county. New
oped in the list and the bears made
Mexico, today on the Rock Island rail
on
Interest
the
rumors
of
that
capital
Wabash fours would be defaulted. St. road. A relief train was sent from
Ac-:tiv-

Cedev.il offiicquest from
cers, to enforce Iha neutiaiity laws
of the United States.
Friends Watch Reyes.

line. On
yards to Princeton s
a wing shift, Spalding made three
Line Up.
end.
Early reports from the headquar- yards around Princeton's right
ters showed determination, if not con- Time was called while Spalding and
fidence in tin outcoire, as well as ex- Hart had their faces washed.
On the famous Shevlin shift, Spaldcellent physical conditions of the play
ing made two yards.
ers. The line up:
Princeton Scores.
YALE
e
Howe sent an
kick to PenAvery, L. E.
line.
on Princeton's
dleton
L.
T.
Scully,
run- back.
was
no
in
There
the
gain
L.
T.
Francis,
DeWitt kicked to Cam on. Princeton's
.1Ketfiham, c.
.,
'
itne. Th "A was run bacK
McDavitt, R. G. '
five yards. At this point Yale seemed
1'aui, R. T.
to be driving Princeton
gradually
Bomeister, R. E.
back. Dunn made five yards through
Howe, Q. B.
center. A poor pass to Yale's back
Camp, L. H.
went completely clear of the Yale
Spaulding, R. H.
players. White, of Fall River, repeat
B.
Dunn,
his performance of two weeks ego
ed
PRINCETON
and this time, ran 05 yards for a touch
White, L. E.
down. Baker kicked the goal.
Hart, L. T.
Score: Princeton, 6; Yale, 0.
Duff, L. G.
A Great Slide in Mud.
Bluethenthal, C.
Howe
chased White and grabbed
G.
R.
Wilson,
him just before reaching the' goal
Phillips, R. T.
line. White, however, - slid the rest
Dunlap, R. E.
of the distance in the mud.
Pendleton, Q. B.
The play was resumed by Francis
DeWitt, L. E.
kicking over the goal line. The bell
Baker, R. E.
line
was brought out to the
Vaughan, F. B.
started rushing. Baker
and
Princeton
Officials Referee:
ot
Langford
made a yard through left tackle.
Trinidad.
kicked to Howe in midfield and
Umpire: Williams of Pennsylvania.
Head linesman: Costelloc of Cor the Yale captain ran it back to Prince
line.
ton's
nell.
Field Judge: Snow of Michigan.
Camp Jammed through to left tackle
Game called at 2 p. m.
for a yard. Howe tried a forward
Time,
periods.
pass, but it struck the ground and
Yale First on Field.
Yale still had the ball. Howe tried a
on
New Haven,. Conn., Nov. 18.-rgoal from the field, standing
Yale team was first on the field. The Princeton's
Kne, but the ball
regular Yale yell greeted them and was slightly blocked and missed the
the Varsity eleven began practice.
goal post. The ball was brought out
The Princeton team followed five to the
line and given . to
evenly distributed.

Court Lacks Power in Premises,
Except in Extraordinary
Circumstances.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Nov. 18. Commanders of the American troops now
near the Mexican border, today were
oidered to hold themselves in readt-ret- s
a
to proceed immediately un--

Valencia

county, resulted in the death

by suffocation of Mrs. Nazaria
Sanchez, aged 55 years, and

her two children, Agaptta Romero, aged 14 and Aniceto Romero, aged 12. A four year old
boy was protected by his moth- -

XSXXXXXXXXX
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minutes later and the Princeton cheer
leader started the famous "Locomo
tive" yell. Yale cheered Princeton
and the Tiger grandstand returned
the compliment
Princeton Wins Toss.
Princeton won the toss for position
and chose to defend the north goal,
giving Yale the kick off.
Francis kicked off to Hart on
Princeton's 25 yard line and there
was no gain in the run back.
tried Yale's end for no gain.
DeWitt punted to How in
the Yale quarter was thrown for no
gain. Camp punted on the first' down
to the
line. There was no
gain in the run back. DeWitt punted
to Spalding on Yale's 50 yard line.
There was a fumble but Yale kept the
bail. Yale started rushing and on a
wi:g shift Howe was thrown without

Princeton.
On a fake kick Hart made two
yards. DeWitt kicked to Yale's
line. The Yale captain could not
gain a yard in the run back.
"Camp kicked at nce to Pendleton
on Princeton's
line. The ball
was run back five yards. Vaughan
kick
made four yards on a fake
plunging through center. The eriod
ended with the ball in Princeton's pos.
line.
session on tueir
Score: Princeton, 6; Yale, 0.
Galleaur took Paul's place at right
tackle. Princeton kicked out ot
bounds to the center of the held. Yale
kicked on the first down to Princeline.
ton's
On the second down, DeWitt kicked
to Howe in the center of the field.
The Yale captain ran back fifteen
yards. On iae wing shift, Camp made
on nine yams around Princeton's left

De-W- itt

mid-fiel-

150-yar- d

gain.
Camp kicked out of hounds
line. DeWitt kick.
Princeton's
ed at once to Howe bn Yale's
line. Princeton s ends were so fast
that Howe was thrown at once. On
a fake kick, Camp made ten yards
for a first down. It was Yale's ball
' - .
line.
on the
Camp punted to
and the
ball went to Yale on Pendleton's
fumble.
On a criss cross Dunn made five

d

end.

,

Dunn made a first down through
line.
center on Princeton s
'Three rushes carried the ball to
line. Dunn tried
Princeton's
the center for a short gain and the
ball went to Princeton on downs.
Vaughan tried Yale's right end, but
Galleaur was waiting for him.
There was no gain.
DeWitt kicked to Howe on Prince
line.
ton's
yards.
Camp kicked to Princeton's
Camp kicked at once to Pendleton
line. It was a fair catch and no gala on Princeton's
line.
uewitt Kickea at once to Howe on It was a fair kick and no gain.
line. Howe made
Princeton's
Philbln took Dunn's place at full
s
a fair catch and Yale chose to try
back for Yale. Hammond took
goal from placement:
place at right end for Princeton.
It was merely a punt by Camp and
Princeton found it Impossible to
Pendleton caught it squarely and ran rush. DeWitt kicked.
It back ten yards to Princeton's 2ft
Howe muffed the ball hut Camp fell
"
r
on it and slid back to Yale's
yard line.
. DeWitt Kicked at once.
Camn line.
cu"" tne M an
fire Hart was slightly injured but con
d

d

mid-fiel-

d

Dun-lap'-

d

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Shanghai, Nov. 18. It was expected
here today that the revolutionists and
the imperial troops would come to
clash somewhere in the district be-- ;
If
tween
and Nanking.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New Orleans, La., Nov. 18. The
American Chicle Company was indicted on ten counts here today by the
federal grand jury, charging violation
of the Interstate Commerce
laws
revolutionary forecasts are correct, through false valuation placed on
this will be the beginning of the de- shipments of gum by which the comlower freight rates
pany obtained
cisive battle of the war.
than it was entitled to under tariffs
Battle Has Begun.
Foss filed with the Interstate Commerce
London, Nov. 18. Archibald
Commission.
Coloquhoun, well known as a Journalist and explorer, in an article in the
Daily Graphic today, which professes SOCIALISTS APPEAL TO
FEDERATION OF LABOR.
to outline the program of the Chinese
rebels on the authority of leaders of
Wire to New Mexican)
the rebellion, says the revolutionary (By Special Leased
Ga., Nov. 18. An appeal
committee has summoned Editor Sun wasAtlanta,
to the American Fedmade
Yat Sen, one of the instigators of the eration of today
Labor convention by the
arwill
and
he
that
shortly
revolt,
Socialists for help in their fight to
rive in Shanghai to take up the di- elect Job Harriman
mayor of Los An
rection of affairs.
art- geles.
to
Chin-Kian-

g

the
The intention, according
icle, is to institute a military government under tne direction of an AmeriT OF
can, General Homer Lee. There will
be a period of three years or less of
martial law during which administrative reforms will be undertaken, this
F,
to be followed b: a rmoother period of
three years dur :t which the military government v ill be assisted by
certain elected bodies.
Labor Problem Under CarlsAt the expiration of this time, it is
bad Project Was Serious
expected, the country will be preparThis Season
ed for a constitutional republican gov- ernment with a president and two
elective chambers.
Mr. Coloquhoun says it is believed MUCH
COTTON
IS GINNED
Dr. Sun will be the first president.
The Daily Telegraph's Shanghai correspondent says hostilities have be- - Party of Horse Thieves Attacked

1

gun

at

Nanking.

tinued play ng.
Camp punted to Princeton's
line.
In the first down, DeWitt made a
fake kick. DeWitt was thrown for
five yards. On the next play, De- Witt's kick was block and Ketcham
got tne bail. He. way thrown on
line.
Princeton's
Philbin made a yard on the wing
shift. Philbin found a wide hole
through center and ran to Princeton's

by Officers of the Law Near
Texas Boundary.

d

N. M., Nov. 18.

Carlsbad,
party
cf men that had a lot of horses, acted
very suspiciously last Sunday. They
were camped some distance below
Elack river and when approached opened fire. The officers were notified
and Carl Gordon went down
Monday night the officers found the
party near the Delaware river. One
man got away while another was
wounded and captured. The lorses
line.
were stolen further up the valley and
Philbin was smothered on the rush only a part has been identified.
for a loss of two yards.
Lower Pecos Highway.
The highway from Roswell to MalaSpalding on a double pass lost another yard. Spalding tried a goal ga was forgotten during the political
from the field but the ball went heated spell just over. The highway
straight into Princeton's hands on is of so much importance, however,
the ten yard line. DeWitt kicked to that it is already receiving the attenPrinceton's 50 yard line. Howe ran tion of the people from one end to
line.
it back to Princeton's
the other in the valley. B. M. Thorne
who is one of the officers of the organYale Kicks Goal.
ization, is at work on plans to get to
around
seven
Spalding made
yards
once. He plans to have it
work
Princeton's right end. philbin tried made at
The farmers are
in divisions.
the center for no gain. Howe tried all in line and will furnish men and
a goal from the field but it failed. teams
free of all charge to help build
There was an off side play by Prince- the road in their immediate
localities.
ton. Standing on Princeton's 25 yard
Damage By Storm.
Howe in his fourth attempt,
line.
The storm of Saturday did some
sent the ball through the goal posts. damage in the lower
valley. The cotScore.
ton and hay in the field were scatter
6
Prnceton
ed. Corn was blown down and nay- 3
Yale
stack upset. Near the state line a
When Princeton kicked off all the! number of derricks were demolished.
color.
mud
same
of
were
the
players
The oldest inhabitant does not rememHowe caught the kick off and ran the ber such a windstorm.
ball back to Yale's 45 yard line. Camp
Cotton Ginning.
punted to Princeton's 30 yard line ana The cotton gin at Loving has passed
Pendleton ran the ball back' 10 yards. the five hundred mark of bales ginned.
Princeton started rushing but could This
gin is in the center of the largnot gain a yard against the Yale de est cotton
fields in the Carlsbad pro
fense.
The gin at Carlsbad has ginned
DeWitt kicked to Howe on Yale's ject.
about three hundred bales. In driving
45 yard line and the half ended.
through the country it looks as If- cot6
Princeton
ton picking is just beginning.
Field
3
Yale
after field, seems full of open boils
Princeton Wins.
from the ground to the top of the
New Haven, Conn, Nov. 18. In the
plants. Help continues scarce and
third period, on a fake kick, Camp ran the cotton grower is getting his crop
line. out slowly. It will be after Christmas
the ball to Princeton's
After an ineaectaal attempt to gain before the cotton is all picked.
through the line, Howe dropped back
Haying.
for a try for goal on Princeton's 4t
There is much hay yet to Be put up.
yard line. The kick was blocked and There are many fields cut, waiting for
Princeton got it on her
line, the hay press. The alfalfa farmer,
line. There however, 1b not able to get men
eking to Yale's
was an exchange of punts, Yale made enough to gather his crop promptly.
ineffectual attempts to get through The weather of this valley is as a rule
favorable and little is lost, even It
the line.
The ball was returned. All were hay remains in shock for some time.
Labor Problem.
called back through holding
by
The labor problem in the Carlsbad
Yale
to
went
ball
and
the
Princeton,
line. Howe missed a pioject has been so serious this seaon the
son
the farmers have been hamptry for goal and the period ended. The eredthat
in their operations. Steps will
fourth period opened with the ball on
to remedy
DeWitt be taken in the near future
line.
Princeton's
for the future. The
the
difficulty
on
the
kicked to Howe, who muffed
offers many
advantages to
line and it was Princeton's country
who want to get ahead- and a
people
ball.
;
campaign of education will be carried
On the second down, DeWitt kicked on to induce
energetic people to move
on
Yale's
to Howe
line. Yale to
A

d

d

d

d

44-ya-

the project.
returned the. ball to Princeton's
gain,
line, and after a
OF COLORADO
through center by Vaughan, DeWitt PRESIDENT
NATIONAL BANK IS DEAD.
kicked to Camp on Princeton's
line. Camp returned the kick, the
Pneu
ball going over the goal line and it Charles B. Kountze 8uccumbs toDurmonia He had Contracted
was Princeton's ball on her own
ing Visit East.
line.
Special Leased Wire to New Vexleut)
After this time, neither goal was in (Br
Denver, Colo., Nov. 18. Charles B.
danger.
Kountze president of the Colorado
Other Foot Ball Scores.
National bank of Denver, and mem-At Cambridge Final: Harvard, 5; hber of the New York brokerage firm
of Kountze Brothers, died here early
Dartmouth 3.
Mr.
At Champaign, 111. First period: this morning from pneumonia.
Kountze became ill while in New
York about six weeks ago.
(Continued on Pace
two-yar- d

..........

HL)

All roads lead to the Hall of Repre
sentatives at the capitol tonight
where, at 8 o'clock the great state oratorical contest for the gold medal
will be held and in which youthful orators from high school, college and

university of New Mexico will participate.
The arrangements have been made
by the Oratorical Association and a
brilliant affair it will be.
Judges, tried and true have been
selected to make the award which
last year went to a Santa Fe girl.
Miss Nellie Harrison. Santa Fe has a
strong competitor this year in Miss
Hazel Sparks, daughter of former
Mayor Sparks, and chairman of the
board of county commissioners.
Miguel A. Otero, Jr., is another San.
ta Fean, competing for the medal, but
he represents the New Mexico Mili-

tary Institute.
The judges are as follows:
High School Section.
Judges on Thought and Composition: Miss Ethel Hickey. George H.
Kinkel, Superintendent J. R. Morgan.
Judges on Delivery:
Superintendent R. W. Twining, Mrs. George Dixon, Superintendent Joseph Gill.
College Section.

Judges on Thought and Composition: Judge Ira A. Abbott, W. J. Lucas, Miss Evelyn Butlpr.
Judges on Delivery: Judge John R.
McFie, Hon. Nathan Jaffa, .ur3. Leona
Logue.
Miss May Ross, reader of the Las
Vegas Normal University will read at

the contest tonight
The Program.
The following is the program:

Music

High School Section.
'".

...Santa Fe

High School Glee Club
The Grand Prize
Mountain Park High School
Chesley Thomason
Our National Heroes
...
.Raton High School

Ruth Fleener

Back to

the Farm"

t

7...?.'..".

Roswell High School
Lloyd Franzen
Famous Women
,....
Tucumcari High School
Maple Neafus
Music Piano Solo
.
Miss Margaret Cluxton
The Crucible of the Nations
Las Vegas High School

Thomas Truder

Historical New Mexico
Clovis High School
Mildred McMahon
The Forgotten Man
Santa Fe High School
Hazel Sparks
College Section.
Music
Raton Glee Club
Transformation of Genius Into Efficiency
New Mexico Military Institute
Miguel A. Otero, Jr.
An Objective Standard of Social Control
University of New Mexico
Coburn Cook
New Occasions Teach New Duties..
....New Mexico Normal University

Aurora Lucero

The Mission of the U. S. in the Peace
Cause
New Mexico College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts

Clarence Thomas
Music Violin Solo
Miss Ashton
Reading from Mary Cary
Miss May Ross
Decision of Judges.
THIRTY MEN OF EIGHTH
VENIRE ARE EXCUSED.
Who Appear
Only Two of Thirty-eigh- t
ed Remained After Preliminary
Examination.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 18. Thirty-eigout of forty men in the eighth
venire, in the McNamara murder trial
appeared in court today, in answer
to summons. Two of the thirty-eigh- t
remained after preliminary examination. Six men were told to return
Monday, and thirty presented excuses
held valid by Judge Walter Bordwelt
J H. Marshal was accepted by the
state as to cause and Fred D. J. Meyer, was under examination when court
adjourned until Monday.
ht

YANKEE FUEL COMPANY HA8
ACQUIRED MORE COAL LAND.
Trindad, Colo., Nov. 18. One of the
largest transactions in coal mine prop
erty consummated in this section for
some time became a matter of record
when a warranty deed was filed with

the county clerk transferring to the
Yankee Fuel company, a corporation
ot Colfax county, New Mexico, a tract
ot coal land including some 2,500
acres. This land was purchased by
the Yankee Fuel company from Alex
ander and Anne Wersonic of Raton
and the consideration of the deal was
in the neighborhood of $62,000. . The
land is mostly located In Colfax county but a portion of the land is In Las
Animas county. Tue Yankee Fuel
Company will develop the coal property with other properties that it now
owns.
'.-

.
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The Little Store

GAS, DYSPEPSIA AND
INDIGESTION VANISH.

CHURCH

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Diapepsin Settles Your Upset Stomach and Ends All Indigestion
in Five Minutes.

h

this

the

d

1

.

n

au.

IN

"8

GROCERY

50-ce-

The Delicatessen Store
Puffs

Saturday

LOUIS NAPOLEON
AND

WHOLESALE

,

RETAIL

i

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

sea-wa- ll

iw buck

HERSCH

Phone Black

45

city lamps are lit
And I see a happy couple where we
were wont to sit,
And I lock my love within me and I
wander home to sleep
man mv niv at rhddhnnrt
.
lrvr film
nnd thn
uruu. icio
n ecu,
mm tirAcn
auu
ucai flH
iuv Antxw

ing Christ the Right of Way." The
League meetings are being well at
tended, last meeting being the best
attended this conference year. PreachinS at 7:30 by the Pastor, theme "The
ww
Ttoairori Uotah " Tumuw
q ct waolr'a
"
" mid.
week service found a good attendance.
We bad an inspirational time. The
pastor urges every member of the
church to be present this Thursday
AROUND THE STATE
night at 7:30. He also requests each
attendant to brine 8ombody with
.hlm- - The nulrcl wl get from these
Rni, BiiHin.
they Pt Into them
The First National Bank at Roswell peering!
aj oi uuenuauue. nan lo
Is taking steps to erect a splendid new in uie
attend.
building.
J. M. SHIMER,
Pastor in Charge.
Fined for Obstructing Street.
L. Farber, a merchant at Roswell,
Near Union Depot
333 HICKOX STREET.
On the Goodnight Cattle Trail.
vas fined $5 and costs for allowing
PHONE, RED 100.
To lie in a narrow wooden box, with
two big empty boxes to obstruct the
street.
icy spray spattering on your face and
hands, is one of the essentials in
Shot With Toy Pistol.
shooting geese on the Atlantic coast,
Luther Thomas, son of Dr. D. F. as vividly described in the November
Thomas at Roswell, was accidentally Sports Afield. On the Goodnight CatFINE ASSORTMENT OF
shot in the knee while playing with tle Trail tells how a party of cowboys,
a toy pistol.
Gardriving a herd of long horns north
ward through Colorado, was set upon by a band of marauding Utes. A
Young Woman Disappears.
Miss Margaret Greb, aged 22 years, Nemesis of the hills (a story of the
the daughter of John Greb, a carpenCurio
ter at Albuquerque, has been missing
That Contain Mercury.
for three days.
San Francisco Street.
as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely de- Prisoner Attempts Suicide.
To select your stones for mounting
the whole system when entering
range
James Sevier attempted suicide in;
NOW IS THE TIME for Holiday Presents. They are
through the mucous surfaces. Such
at
and plunged ai it
Albuquerque
jail
r
always acceptable.
knife into his breast. He will recover, ttruuleb B"oulQ "ever no uaeu eicepi
He was in jail for assaulting bis? vnusAvOm t from reputable physicians, as the damage they will do is
wife.
ten fold to the good you can possibly
derive from them.
Hall's Catarrh
Farmer Dies of His Injuries.
W. S. Fenton, a Chaves county farm- Cure, manufactured by P. J. Cheney
& Co., Toledo, Ohio, contains no merer,- who had three ribs broken by his
wagon running over him, succumbed cury, and is taken Internally, acting
to an attack of pneumonia that had directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. In buying
been brought on by the accident.
Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you get
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
the genuine.
It is taken internally
Quintana Gave Bond.
PHIS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND 15 Felipe Quintana arrested at Las Ve- and made in Toledo, Ohio by P. J.
gas for chasing Manuel Hernandez Cheney & Co. Testimonials free.
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
soia Dy druggists, race 75c per
with a knife, has furnished a $200
LEARNARD-LINDEMAN- N
peace bond. His fine of $50 has been bottle.
COMPANY
Take Hall's Family Fills for const!'
suspended.
are ordering in car-loa- d
pation.
shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your
Went on a Grand Drunk.
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
C. W. Huffman, who after a most
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
glorious drunk, vamoosed from Albu
and Arizona purchasers.
querque, was arrested at Chapelle San WOOD'YS HACK LINE
Miguel county, to answer the charge
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
of assaulting Edward Morris with a

R.

J. CRICHTON

LUMBER

&

-

i
i

COAL YARD

DAWSON COAL

1

w

Native Turquoise Matrix, Malachite,
nets, and Other Stones.
Santa Fe Trail
Company

1

1

1

?

3

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO

L1NDEMANN CO.

Established 1900
Albuqurque, New Mexico

"

Expert German Piano Tuner.

E. M. Lehnor,

tfWWaHWlWJWlMlWil'aPitHWlMmilWlMlMWlMI

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
For hire at popular

ccnicrs

prim

auagloe and eatfdle hirsse.

rack line
Phone Black

theodoie comet;
1M.

deadly weapon.
Chaves Case Settled.
Sylvester Chaves has been released
from custody at Albuquerque, because
his brother Miguel Chaves refused to
prosecute him for fraudulently obtaining $275 on a check alleged to
have been wrongfully endorsed.
Two New President.
The Commercial Club of Las Vegas
has
Attorney W. J. Lucas
president, and W. E. Gortner
John D. Hess Is secretary.
The Roswell Commercial Club has
eiectea unaries J. Tannehill president

CZEMA

WITH

"A few days after birth we noticed an Inflamed spot on our baby's hip which soon began spreading until baby was completely cov
ered even in nia eyes,
ears and scalp. For
eight weeks he was
bandaged from head to
He could not
foot.
have a stitch of clothing on. Our regular
physician pronounced it
chronic eczema. He is a
very able physician and
ranks with the beat in
this locality, neverthe
less, the disease began spreading until baby
was completely covered. He was losing flesh
so rapidly that we became alarmed and decided to try Cuticura Soap and Ointment.
"Not until I commenced using Cuticura
Soap and Ointment could we tell what he
looked like, as we dared not wash him, and
I had been putting one application after
another on him. On removing the scale from
his head the hair came off, and left him
entirely bald, but since we have been using
Cuticura Soap and Ointment he has as much
hair as ever. Four weeks after we began to
use the Cuticura Soap and Ointment he was
entirely cured. I don't believe anyone could
have eczema worse than our baby.
"Before we used the Cuticura Remedies
we could hardly look at him, he was such
a pitiful sight. He would fuss until I would
treat him, they seemed to relieve him so much.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment stand by themselves and the result they quickly and surely
bring is their own recommendation." (Signed)
Mrs. T. B. Rower, Mill Hall, Pa., Feb. 20. '11..
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold through
out the world. Send to Potter Drug & Chem. j
Corp., Dept. 29A, Boston, for a liberal sample '
with 32-- p. book on the skin.
of each, post-fre- e,

Kentucky mountains); the continuation of Captain Miller's stirring exper
iences while serving with the Texas
Rangers; Lost in the Minnesota North
Woods; Trout Pishing in the White
Mountains; A Thanksgiving Quail
Hunt; With Pack Mule and Saddle in
Honduras, together with two capital
papers on prairie chicken and ruffed
grouse shooting, serve to complete a
Your
decidedly
interesting . issue.
newsdealer can supply you; if not,
send 15 cents to Spor'a Afield, 542
South Dearborn St., Chicago,

relieves .the tickling and dryness in
tne throat and heals the inflamed
membranes. Prevents a cold develop
or pneumonia.
ing into bronchitis
Keep it always in the house.
Refuse
substitutes.
For sale by all druggists.

Let Him Know it IT you are out ot
a position, you must let the employer
know it A want advertisement In the
New Mexican will reach every bust
ness and professional man in the city
and county and a great many in the
territory. If you have any special tal
ent, do not hide it under a busbeL

jtm.

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

i. luioraioajuio taonld know

KSaMA5VELWhip"n9
Spray
new
irJimti

1

If Its Hardware We Hava

14.

It

Phone 14

Attention ! Spo2f?,
Bring your raw furs and hides
to us to be tanned and made into
the latest style garments, rugs,
robes, etc. Animals and birds
mounted at reasonable rates.
Phone 6619 Blk.

Santa Fe,

N. M.

F.F.GORMLEY

Why Import Mineral Water ?
r

WHEN

:

YOU CAN GET

THE

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale '
Patronize home industry.

Leave orders

THE SANTA FE MINERAL
WHOLESALE

m

mi...

AND RETAIL

tASutlMstmt, JIW XPK.

Imperial Latindry

Screened

WATER CO.

RATON
YANKEE

Wood
Lump

CERRILL08

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

For Best Laundry Work

fSOTft.TS5SS
Telephone

BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
RETURNS THURSDAY

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

AND FRIDAY

Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. P. O. Brown, Agent.
Phone Red

No. 23.

Phone, Red No. 23

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
CAD CAT C

Improved aod ooimproyed City Property, Orchard
aodRaocles; Also a number of the finest Fruit aid
Alfalfa Ranches in tneEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water
rjfhts
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.
1

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

FOR

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
Phone us. we will be clad to eall for
yeur laundry on Mondays and Tnaa.

days and deliver on Thursdays and

rndays.
All work is guaranteed: your socks
are mended and buttons sewed en
your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122

UH JiiLLf

Modern Residences for Rent.

R M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

PHONE RED 122

R. H. STOLLE, Agent.

OPEN DAY AND N1QHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. Q ANN, Prop.

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

suouy.
kfoardrngjrittforJt.
MA. ft T E L. keceptno
Other, bat end Munn for

Leaves Barranca en the arrival ef
Telephone II.
the north bouno train and arrives at Two Boors Below F. Andrews Store.
Taoe at 7 p. m.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Good
covered- Hacks and good
way.
Short Orders at All Hours.
teams. Fare 95.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
the urroundlna tnuuia. Wlra Emhurfn French Noodle Order 20c a dish,
Statlen.
New Tork Chop Sue 50c.
-

Phone

Delivered to your house.

Wcs

Hardware Co.

Wood-Dayi- s

111.

COUGHING AT NIGHT.
Means loss of sleep, which is bad for
everyone.
Foley's
Honey and Tar
Compound stops the cough at once,,

Evory

OWN YOUR OWN GUN. THE OTHER FELLOW IS TIRED OF
LENDING YOU HIS.
WHEN YOU OWN YOUR OWN THINGS YOU WONT 8POIL
YOUR FUN FEARING YOU'LL "SPOIL" SOMETHING
YOU'VE
BORROWED.
ITS "A SURE 8HOT" WHEN YOU BUY YOUR ARMS AND AMMUNITION AND HARDWARE FROM US THAT YOU GET "HE
BEST MADE.

A

i

LEARNARD &

1911.

Completely Covered. Bandaged from
Head to Foot. Dared Not Wash
Him. Used Cuticura Soap and Ointment 4 Weeks and He Was Cured.

"The Quality Coal."

A1

18.

BABY PITIFUL

Cathedral Church.
SunNov. 5, 1911. Twenty-Fourtday after Pentecost. First mass at 7
You can eat anything your stomach o'clock a. m. Second mass at 9:30 a.
We Guarantee craves without fear of Indigestion or m., in English. Third mass at 10:30
Everything
Dyspepsia, or th,at your food will fer- a. m. in Spanish.
ment or sour on your stomach, if you
Lady ef Guadalupe.
Good to Eat and
will take a little Diapepsin occasionEverything
First mass S a. m. Second Mass
ally.
(kick) t:3 a. m.
will taste good and anyBrand Your meals
Holy Faith.
Under
Drink
thing you eat will be digested; nothChurch of the Holy Faith, the Rev.
ing can ferment or turn into acid or John W. Heal, priest in cuarge.
which causes I Twenty-thirto be
poison or stomach gas,
Under
Sunday after Trinity.
.
, I, I
T",
T!..!nn.n
"- - services:
iraiu6 fx l full
u.inucoo, a tnlinre
odeums,
Holy Communion, 8 a. sn.
ness after eating. Nausea, Indigestion Morning pmyr and semn,
a. m.
Represented
Solitaire Brand
(like a lump of lead in stomach). Bil- - Sunday scnool( 9:45 a m Th Bub
Heartburn, Water brash, ject Qf the sermon wju
iousness,
..Different
ram m
a"u
of Viewing God's Dealings With
Ways
er symptoms.
A cordial
iV
nM V Us." Read Exodus 14,
TT..J..1
1,um l"e
is extended to all to attend
Invitation
solutely unknown where this effect,ve
and
ntfZ
remedy is used. Diapepsin really does
tt0
meeting
1ttenn
all the work of a healthy stomach. It c'a "f
Asso- New
"t
digests your meals when your stom- be
should
remembered
It
ation.
will
ach can't. A single dose
digest
s not a matter to
all the food you eat and leave nothing thta church going
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
to ferment or sour and upset the be determined by inclination alone.
that church going is not a matter to
WE GIVE REGISTER
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES. stomach.
'.Get a large
case of Pape's attend or stay at home as the whim
have a duty in the
Diapepsin from your druggist and takes them. They
start taking now, and in a little while matter. We read of the Master that
you will actually brag about your "He entered, as His custom was, into
healthy, strong Stomach, for you then the synagogue on the Sabbath day."
can eat anything and everything you No doubt sometimes He heard poor
irant without the slightest discom- - music and worse sermons, and that
We carry the best of Imported Goods.
fort or misery, and every particle of at times the weather was bad. Still
impurity and Gas that is in your stom- - He did not remain away. He has left
Our Bakery is always going. Fresh
ach and intestines is going to be car-- , us an example that we should follow
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :
ried away without the use of laxa- His steps. We must not rest satisfied
until every members tries to do so. . .
tives or any other assistance.
Should you at this moment be sufon Thursday and
Delicious Cream
Presbyterian.
First Presbyterian church, B. Z.
fering from Indigestion or any stomach disorder, you can surely get re- McCollough, minister. Sunday school,
lief within five minutes.
9:45 a. m. Allen McCord, superinPhone, 19 Black..
tendent. Theme of the lesson, Ezra's return to Jerusalem: Morning
I WANT YOU, LITTLE WOMAN.
worship and communion, 11 o'clock.
By Frank Butler.
I want you, little woman, when the Theme "Christ's Prayer on the Cross."
blue is growing dark,
Special music by the choir. Christian
stretch Endeavor, 6:30. Subject, "Missions
And the building shadows
themselves across the City Park, in South America." Miss Amelia Mc- When the sturdy Day is weary and Fie, leader. Evening worship, 7:30.
goes away to rest
Theme. "Sinsine a hew song." Usu- With his forehead on the bosom of ai prayers, Wednesday evening, 7:30;
tne evening in tne west.
Charles E. Linney, leader. Everyone
is most cordially invited to any or all
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
want you, little woman, when I of these services.
wander sadly down
St. John's Methodist Church.
UFaLFA SHD. All kinds cf flcvers, gsrftn & field seeds in tilt s i d packaJ To the
at the Battery the Next
Lord's Day the services will
Birthplace of the Town;
Sunday school at
and the war be as follows:
Where the white-wave- s
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
9:45 a. m, Start the day right and be
ships in a dreary monotone
Preaching at 11 a.
Murmur:
"Where is she, thy Lady, in attendance.
"The
Glorious
theme
m.,
Hope Which
why walk you here alone?"
Influences our Conduct as Christians."
T
rnun T.' .i
A.nn
u.ov y. iu
T want
Jnuiui jci6u
when
ifl
little wnm

as

NOVEMBER

8ATURDAY,

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Singlo
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

CALL
UP

Phone 9

CHAS. CLOSSON

Whet hi Need of Anyfhfar
to the LIVERY LINE,
Drivers

Firnkhei

Boa Oaasar Ave.

8ATURDAY,

NOVEMBER

18,
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ALL WRONG.

Don't mistake the cause ol

STATE LEG1SLATUR E

back-acn-

EHTIOfj ENDS

EDUCATIONAL

MEMBERS OF THE FIRST

The Mistake It Made by Many Santa
Fe Citizens.

VERITABLE BLAZE OF GLORY

To be cured you must know the

cause.

It is wrong to imagine relief is
cure.
Backache is kidney ache.
You must cure the kidneys.
A Santa Fe resident tells you how.
Thomas M. Baca, Cerrillost St,
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "My faith
in Doan's Kidney Pills is just as
strong today as when I publicly
recommended them In 1902. I was
caused much suffering by backaches
for three years and though I never
laid oft from work, my back was so
painful that it was all I could do to
get around. Doan's Kidney Pills entirely relieved me and I had no return
attack of the trouble for six months.
.At that 'time my work brough on a
I at
recurrence of the complaint,
once took Doan's Kidney Pills and
they gave me relief. A medicine that
lives up to the claims made for it
like Doan's Kidney Pills do, deserves
the strongest endorsement."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. FosterfMilburn Co., Buffalo,
:New York, sole agents for the United
;States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

Stirring Speeches at Capitol, Followed by Brilliant Reception in Palace of the Governors; Then a Dance at
Library Hall and Final Excursion to Puye Cliffs
,
Mark Close of a Joyous "Triduum."
To-day-

The convention of the New Mexico may call upon every teacher to come
Educational Association wound up to some central place and bring not
last night with a splendid session at fewer than three delegates, and as
the Hall of Representatives which many as one for every Ave over the
II
was packed with teachers, visitors age of ten, for the purpose of organ-anBOOK-GASE- S
Santa Feans anxious to hear the izing a Boys' and Girls' Industrial
addresses by Prof. V. T. Conway of Club in that county. It will not mat-thextension department of the New tei whether the local, or district clubs
STANDARD COLONIAL IDEAL
and have been organized or not. That may
Mexico College of Agriculture
Mechanic Arts; Clarence J. Roberts be done either before or after. Other
Three different and distinct types of SlcfcAvcnjfelu "Elasof Raton, associate justice of the su- - boys and girls who are not in school
Boole-Cas- es
tic"
made in dull or polish finish quartered
pieme court of New Mexico; and of- may become members of the County
oak or real mahogany. You can select a pattern adapted to
Professor J. W. Searson of Manhat- Club by sending their names to the
tan Kansas. All of the addresses were superintendent or secretary of the
the character of room you have chosen for a library. We carlistened to with the closest attention County Club, and share all the rights
and punctuated with applause, which and privileges. No fees shall be
ry the goods in stock, with plain, leaded or plate glass doors.
at times was almost deafening.
charged, but assessment may be
President Joseph S. Hofer presided made according to the constitution,
New Mexican Printing Company, sole agents, Santa Fe, N. M.
and during intermissions the Scherzo which cannot be more than 23 cents
Two meetings of the
or Glee Club of Raton made a great 'per member.
big hit singing popular airs, one of County Club are provided for one in
which has a "whistling theme" which November and one in May but as
brought down the house. Many had many more may be held as the super-hearNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
that girls cannot whistle, but visor sees fit. The local clubs should
the way the Gate City's fair damsels meet at least twice a month on
(Publisher.).
an air, with lips pursed, was day after noon while school is in ses-New Mexico
TVenartment of the Interior,
M.
to see and delightful to hear. sion, and render programs on subjects
N.
p'.easing
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
Miss Lola Michaelson and Miss Haz-- j pertaining to their work. This is
November 15, 1911.
el Sparks sang a duet which was well where the teacher can make the club
Notice is hereby given that Luciano
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
work very profitable and interesting.1
received. Miss Marion Bishop was
Ortega, of Lamy, N. M., who, on Octohe said:
artist.
Concluding
10134,
homestead
"The West Point of the Southwest"
ber 18, 1911, made
Professor Conway Speaks.
"The Agricultural College cares lit
section 35, townRanked by United States War DeNo 07888, for Sj3
was
Professor
The
first
tle about the glories of the achieve partment as "Distinguished Instituspeaker
ship 14 N, range 11 E, N. M. meridian,
GREGORY PAGE OF GALLUP.
took
the
whose
address
place ment and its Extension Department tion." Army officers detailed by War
Conway
has filed notice of intention to make
State Senator Fro m McKinley County.
of Dr. W. E. Garrison, president of still less, if only we may see the boys
final five-yeproof, to establish claim
the New Mexico college or Agncui-- j an(i tne girls the future men and Department Academic
to the land above described, before
course, preparThrough
ture and Mechanic Arts. Dr. Garrison WOmen of the state getting what is
OfMr. Page is a Canadian by birth is in Ohio attending a meeting
Begister or Receiver U. S. Land
of due them, an opportunity to study the ing young men for college or business
xxssscsssststxsesssssss
life. Great amount of
air work.
fice, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 26th JS
Con- fundamentals of the
Professor
having been born in the Province of college presidents.
Age 53 years.
best that Healthiest location of open
Ontario on February 4, 1858. When way's subject was "The School and pertains to communityvery
any Military
day of December, 1911.
Canadian by birth.
X
life.
rests
It
Claimant names as witness:
X
Of French-Iristwenty years of age he went to Michi- the Community." He said the individ- with you and you may have the glory School in the Union. Located in the
parentage.
beautiful Pecos
the garden spot
in Michigan in 1878.
Eulogio Sandoval, George Lathrop, S
Located
gan. Three years later he located ual home is the unit and the commun o! the achievements, but the
highest of the West atValley,
Filiberfco Martinez, Francisco Sando--vaan elevation of 3700
at Coolidge in that state and with his ity is the whole and the school is the achievement
Moved to Arizona in 1886.
X
and
truest
is
glory
all of Lamy, N. M.
feet above sea level, sunshine every
brother James, conducted a saw mill j binding cord which holds all of these not in ones own
Took up his residence in Gal- roiomplishments but
MANUEL OTERO,
and lumber yard.
X lup in 1891.
either loosely or tightly to- in the achieveme: is and success of day, but little rain or snow during the
units,
In 1886, he located at Winslow,
St
Register.
Lumber yard, ice and elec- gether. He declared that "the busi- those whom he serves. Service, then, season.
and from there moved to Gal- - ness of the school is to build the is what the school owes the communi
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
X trie light plant, hotel.
Notice for Publication.
X
Chairman of McKinley Coun- - X lup, then in Bernalillo county, in 1891. ideals of the community."
ty and the community owes its suc all graduates from standard eastern
and X In that year he erected the hotel
X ty
Central Committee
Ten buildings, throughly
He then stated that there is a de- cess and achievement to those who colleges.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Re, N. M., X member of Territorial Central X which he still owns. He installed an mand, which seems urgent, in New serve. Let New Mexico do her best
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
X ice manufacturing and an electric Mexico and that is that the elements
October 24, 1911.
X Committee.
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stroy trees and ornamental plants.
The city authorities seem nowerless
to prevent it, but with an active society whose members would make it
their business to see to the impound-ing of every stray animal, and the
prosecution of every one responsible
for the destruction of shade or fruit
trees and of shrubbery and lawns,
there would soon develop a wholesome fear among owners of burros.
horses, cows, goats and sheep. The
respect for private property is none
too great among a large portion of
Santa Fe's populace and a few severe
lessons to offenders are a crying need
of the day.
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An

By BENJAMIN M. READ.
Original, Reliable and Accurate

Up-to-dat-

OF SANTA FE
History-Commende-

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

Historians and Persons of High Standing in
the Word of Letters. (Soon to Be Published.)
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NEW MEXICO.

foreign--exchang- e

well known flowers:
2. What the Scotch
1. A southern baby.
the tight
flrl said when asked to walk cried
when
rope. S. Why the young lady
her father removed the ladder from beneath her window. 4. What the womanA
.
aid to the tramp. 5. The sunset

Admired by all lovers. 8. Two
10. A cure for pain
. Longing.
12. What
11. What single gentlemen need.
Mrs. Taft used to call her sweetheart.
14.
A
IS. The nurse's delight.
lively color.
15. A bunch of something children like.
16. What the teacher did when he sat on
the tack In his chair. 17. A dignified. plant
18. Piirt of the wealth of Jacob. 19. What
still Remained to Job In his poverty. 26.
The world. 21. What the toad will do
when he sees the snake. 22. Wearing apparel for an animal. H. Queen Victoria's
delight. 24. A cause for tears. 26. Some,
thing very small.
color.
'
girls.

T.

'
ANSWERS.
2.
t. Canta- Canna.
creeper.
Virginia
loupe. 4. Begonia. 6. The morning glory.
8.
7.
. Pink.
Moonflower.
Rosemary. 8.
rme. w. jsaisam. ii. oacneiur b uuuuub.
14. Scar12. Swe.t William. 13. Cyclamen.
let runner. 15. Candy tuft. 18. Rose. 17.
20.
19.
18.
tears.
Job's
Phlox.
Primrose.
Cosmos. 21. Hop. 22. Foxglove. 23. Peas,
Onion. 25. Mignonette.

Bath and Laundry Shower.
A much feted bride had had seemtnd
clever young matron proposed a "bath
and laundry" affair and It was a great
-

At

Assistant Cashier.

F. McKANE,

4

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY. FULLY PROTECTED ?!

Think About It!

rThen Act!
uk ;&
THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY

GENERAL AGENTS,

SANTA FE N. M.

Santa Fe Planing Mill
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

Window Frames,
Door Frames,
Dry Run Flooring

Mouldings,
Casings, Base,

Sash, Doors,

Wdnscotting,
Ceiling,
Custom Work,

and Church Fixtures ; .also General Cabinet
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work
guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.

Office, Bar, Bank

W: solicit a liberal share of your pafronaje.
Specifications, Etc.

Estimates cheerfully furnished

P. M. HESCH, Jr. & SON
Phone Black
33166.

,

Rubber Stamps.
WHEN

YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OP
YOUR BUSINESS, RE1M3MBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

SAME

success.
The twenty guests consulted beforehand, so there were no duplicates.
Here is a partial list of the gifts:
Clothes line, 7 dozen clothes pins, a
tag for same made of denim, thr ne
MA8CULINE 8TUPIDITY.

PRICE LIST.
Inches kaag.
15c
Stamp, not over 2
Each additional line on stamp
10c
One-liand not over 3
inches long. . 20c
Stamp, over 2
Each additional line on stamp
15c
One-liand not over 5 laches long.. .. 25c
stamp, over 3
Each additional line on same stamp
20c
One-li. . .
.
5
.
.
.
.
.
over
Inch
inches
10c
long per
Stamp,
Each additional line, same price. (Curved lines
on Stamp count as two lines).
. . .25c extra
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long. .
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type used is
lf
over
Inch in size, we charge far one Use for each
lf
inch or fraction. ,
One-li- ne
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1-

ne

ne

-2

1-

-2

-2

1- -2

.....

ne

0

.....

one-ha-

one-ha-

DATES, ETC.
Mrs. DIggs There Is one idea that
yVu can never get out of the average
man's head.
Mrs. Wiggs What is that?
Mis. DIggs The Idea that his wife
hasn't anything to do and that she
cauld l&unge In the hammock all day
If she wanted to.
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A "Five and Ten Cent" Shower.
Encountering a bevy of girls the
other day with "Polly" at their head,
all giggling and fairly hubhling over
with suppressed excitement? I headed
off the procession to be literally run
Into by the same number of! boys. It
seems that "one of the glrlB" who Is
to be a June bride objected seriously
to "showers" as she feared to tax the
pockethooks of her friends, so she
firmly declined to accept any. But
"Polly," always in for a lark, had gathered the clan and they were all going
to the "Five and Ten Cent" each selecting one article and then all were
to go to the home of the bride-to-band proceed to "shower" In the good
way. An obliging friend
was calling upon the unsuspecting victim and had promised to stay until
"they" came. They had ordered refreshments sent from a nearby caterer and were Just having the time of
their lives, as one of the lads expressed It I next saw the bunch
loaded down wlm all sort of prjui-lncludina sprinkling can, carpet
beater, clothes line, clothee pins, tack
hammer, soap dish, etc As the young
couple were going to housekeeping at
once I am sure this shower was really
most acceptable.

ng

money-transmitti-

t

ii-a-

!

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for Its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and
and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world onas
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment In all directions as is consist-ewith sound banking.
OFFICERS.
R. J. PALEN, President.
J. B. READ, Cashier.
.

A Garden Party.
The invitations were made In shape
of vegetables, patterns being taken
from seed catalogues, drawing paper
was used, then they were tinted with
water colors. When all arrived, cards
numbered from one to twenty-fiv- e
were passed with small pencils; the
following questions were written on
the cards, one opposite each number,
all to be answered by the names of
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Governor McDonald will ta"ke pleasure
When
the
legislature passed the act garments and excellent workmanship.
in signing. The leaders in both par- large as New Mexico, went dry two
ties are disgusted with methods that months ago, was determined only two at the behest of the El Paso and The W. H. Goebel Co.
will permit, or even necessitate, the months after the election at which no Southwestejrn Rjailway Company to
The Oratorical Contest tonight in
move the county seat from Lincoln
expenditure of money for any other other issue was voted on. while in to
representative hall promises to be
home-towthe
Carrizozo,
of
Gov
than strictly legitimate purposes. New Mexico a thousand candidates, ernor-elevery interesting and entertaining.
McDonald, it never dreamt
When each side spends $100 to buy were in the field and a constitutional
Tomorrow (Sunday) e.t the
even
for a moment that this action,; Matinee
bat amendment was voted on. By comparvotes neither side is benefited,
3.30.
Elks'
lose the Republicans a supreme
some one is out $200.
ison, the result in New Mexico was might
On Agua Fria street
Auto Mix-U- p
if not the entire supreme
As to the Australian ballot, it wtll determined in remarkably short time, judgeship
a heavy
court for a period of at least four this noon, an automobile,
he replaced in more progressive states although it would not have been but years.
team and wagon, a light team and two
in a few years, by voting machines. for the New Mexican's systematic ef
burros loaded with wood were in a
mix-uEach election booth will be equipped forts.
that upset the wood from the
the
Although
resolutions
adopted burros on a man and two boys and
with an apparatus resembling an orAt 10 o'clock, on Tuesday evening, by the New Mexico Educational
AssoInstead of the day of election, the New Mexican ciation seem to be
the
dinary adding machine.
thrown together in took away the rear portion of one
the figures on the face of the machine telegraphed out that McDonald had a rather
in
which
hut
every
wagon,
light
manner and do
will be found a reproduction of all ot carried New Mexico by 2,000 majority not exhibit that
degree of care and escaped injury.
the tickets nominated, with party upward, and that the
Buy monuments and iron fences
legislature polish that one naturally expects
headings and emblems and spaces in would be Republican. By midnight from an assembly of educators, yet, frera Bills Bres., 771 Broadway, Denwhich to write any name not appear- six hours after the polls closed, it they are of value as
lecal
indicating the ver. P. A. Sandoval, Santa Fe,
ing on the official ballots. The voter had posted a bulletin that McDonald trend of thought throughout the com representative.
presses a button opposite the party was elected by 2,400 majority. It was monwealth, at least, among teachers.
Board of Trade Meeting President
emblem, or opposite the names of the by far the first to state definitely and The ideas expressed and the policies Samuel G. Cartwright has called a
candidates he wishes to vote and as accurately what state officers the Re- advocated, are deserving of serious
of the Chamber of Commerce
he steps out of the booth, the entire publicans and the Democrats had thought and attention and if consist- meeting
in the assembly room of the Palace
ticket he has voted is printed auto- elected, although other newspapers ently and persistently pushed by a of the Governors on Tuesday evening
matically on a sheet of paper with the kept on making preposterous claims. permanent educational bureau at San at 8 o'clock. )A"secretary of the Cham
consecutive number of the ballot op- During the past week, the New Mexi ta Fe, will bear fruit in legislation ber of Commerce is to be elected and
posite each voter's name. When the can answered hundreds of long dis and the adoption of policies of wide- other important business transacted
polls close, the last sheets show the tance telephone calls and telegrams spread influence and importance.
and therefore all members are urged
total number of votes each candidate because it alone was in positon to give
to attend.
received. There can be no duplica- satisfactory figures both in detail and AVIATOR FOWLER RESUMES
The People of Santa Fe should show
HIS EASTWARD FLIGHT. their aDDreclation of having the
tion, no cheating, no miscount, no mu- in the aggregate on the election of
The machine will Tuesday, November 7.
tilated ballots.
Teachers' Association here by turning
have registered automatically the
Expects to Make New Orleans By out tonight to hear the young orators
wish of each voter, and the will of
Way of Fort Worth and Dallas
The canning and preserving induscontesting for oratorical honors. most!
From El Paso.
a
all the voters in the aggregate.
Clovis Had Close Call- -in
try in the United States, according to
That is the ideal method and New a bulletin issued today, employs alexciting basket ball game yesterday
Mexico will adopt it by the time it is most 70,000 people and has invested (Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) afternoon Clovis girls again defeated.
El Paso, Texas, Nov. 18. Aviator Santa Fe's
in it a capital of $120,000,000, the anHigh School athletes by
ready for the Australian ballot.
Robert G. Fowler, resumed his flight the score of 15 to 11. This was, how
.
nual products being worth $160,000,-000- eastward at 10:55 a. m.
with Pecos, ever, a better exhibition on the part
Next Tuesday evening, the Chamber
Almost $30,000 000 are paid anof Commerce will meet at the Palace nually in salaries and wages. Canned Texas, about 175 miles away, as his of Santa Fe's girls than the first one.
stop. He plans to go Miss Goebel and Miss Winter aroused
of the Governors for the purpose 'ot tomatoes seem to be the favorite, for first scheduled
by way of Fort Worth and Dallas to much enthusiasm by clever goal
the
reorganization-During
political 12,883,414 cases were produced for the New Orleans.
"shooting" as on the flrst night. It iB
t
campaign, the organization has been market. Corn came next with 7,447,-76said that the Santa Fe girls are a
slumbering in innocuous desuetude,
cases; peas $873,748 cases; beans
A HOUSEHOLD MEDICINE.
good match for the Magicians except
but it seems that the time is ripe for 3,274,923 cases; peaches 1,479,601 That
coughs quickly and cures in ready knowledge of the rules of
a season of real activity. The tri- cases; apples 1,169,730 cases; berries colds stops
Is Foley's Honey and Tar Comthe game when arguments arise.
umph of the DeVargas celebration 800,000 cases; pears 628,000 cases; ap- pound.
Mrs. Anna Peizer, 2526 JefSee it Tonight Your last chance
seems to have exhausted the board ricots 562,811 cases; all others almost ferson St., So.
Omaha, Neb., says: "I the head-ocollision between two
and the long illness and death of the 4,000,000 cases.
Of raisins almost can recommend Foley's Honey and
locomotives.
It's
at the Elks'.
secretary, served further to put the 200,000,000 pounds were produced, lar compound as a sure cure for
amusing
Hooley's Conclave An
businessmen to sleep as far as con- prunes 140,000,000 pounds, peaches coughs and colds. It cured my
daugh
of the session of the New
certed action for the upbuilding of 47,000,000 pounds, all other fruit
ter oi a bad cold and my neighbor, feature
Mexico Educational Convention was
the city is concerned. But a change
pounds. Of fish and oysters, Mrs. Benson, cured herself and her the
"Hooley's Conclave" held in the
hand
ana
is at
every businessman more than 400,000,000 pounds were whole family with Foley's Honey and
Palace of the Governors last night at
owes it to the old town and to his bus- marketed, salmon leading with
Tar Compound.
In
our
Everyone
which Exalted Potentate and Presiiness to be on deck on Tuesday evenpounds, sardines 91,000,000, neighborhood speaks highly of it."
dent Hofer presided at the initiation
new
to
a
elect
to
and
For
sale by all druggists.
ing
secretary
oysters 30,000,000 pounds. Of smoked
of Professor J. W. Searson and others.
straighten out the affairs of the Cham- fish 40,000,000 pounds were consumed
The conclave is made up of "Defecber which must become an essential and of "dried lish almost 130,000,000. TIME TABLE
and Delinquents"
tives, Dependents
ALL
part of the civ'c life of the future These figures give an idea of the
and was organized at Las Vegas sev
Santa Fe.
vastness of what is considered a
LOCAL TRAINS en years ago. It always Is a striking
minor industry as compared with such
function and takes, place at the end ot
One occasionally hears complaint of great
The following are the time tablet the final reception winding up the asenterprises as the steel or the
public extravagance the heavy tax beef trust.
of the local railroads:
sociation's convention.
burden and the multiplicity of official
"A. T. , . F. Ry."
in
New Mexico. The man
positions
The widespread idea that the terriLeave
For the next 30 days all dressmakwho has traveled in foreign countries torial central committees of
8:10 a. m., to connect with No.
both parat reduced rates; satisfaction
ing
is apt to insist that European nations ties had huge sums with which to run westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Mrs. Krueger, 125 Palguaranteed.
are more economical.
Yet, a cable- the campaign, is not based on fact.
arrive Santa Fe at 12.10 ace Ave.
Returning,
declares
gram today
that France has
that there were sixteen p. m.
a million paid officials, or one for ev- Considering
candidates for state office, that the
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
A MAIL CARRIER'S LOAD.
ery 40 inhabitants. New Mexico has commonwealth is
large and the popu- conect with No. 1 westbound and No. Seems heavier when he has a weak
about three hundred paid federal, lation
$500,000 would have 2 eastbound.
scattered,
back and kidney trouble. Fred
state and county officials, or one for been a modest sum for either comReturning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m, ren. Mail Carrier, at Atchison, Kan.
every 350 inhabitants.
In France, mittee with which to make a
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to con ays: "I have been bothered with
systemtaxes amount to $30 and more per
atic
for legi- nect with No. 7 westbound and No. 4 kidney and bladder trouble and had
capita. In New Mexico, they are less timatecampaign, allowing only
But neither eastbound.
expenditures.
a severe pain across my back. When
than $10 per capita. It is a sharp
committee had
Returning arrive at Santa Fe at ever I carried a heavy load of mail
contrast, much in favor of this com- sum. Most of tneanywhere near that
m.
candidates for office 8:35 P.
Some
monwealth, as against the way that failed to
iny kidney trouble Increased.
contribute a cent toward the
Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to con time ago, I started taking Foley
things are done in Europe.
committee expenses and but few of nect with No. 8 eastbound and No. 9 Kidney Pills and since
taking them
came westbound.
t have gotten entirely rid of all my
Today the census bureau in a bul- the present office holders
with
sum
cut-ofof money.
any large
f
letin dwells on the elements of the through
Passengers for the Belen
kidney trouble and am as sound now
;
population of the United States as The corporations could not contribute and Pecos Valley points should now as ever."
; revealed by .the census of 1910.
For sale by all druggists.
The because of the federal law and the leave at 3:30 p. in. instead of 7:20
figures show that not quite 50.000,-00- 0 help from the outside was very small. as heretoiore. Connection leaves Alof the people of the United States Of course. It cannot be known, what buquerque ;t 7:55 p. m. instead of LET THE WANT
are of native born parentage while individuals spent, but as far as terri- 2:20 a. m.
COLUMN DO IT.
. the remainder, more than 30,000,000, torial committees are concerned there
0. A ft. Q. Hy.
'
"slush" fund and
Leaves 10:05 a. nr. or nortu.
rent any property that is rentable.
are either foreign born or are child-- - was no
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.
ren of foreign born parents. Thus is both committees find that at the conjhst you have got, but you must let
New exlco Central Ry.
here Is always some one that wants
represented in round numbers the clusion of the campaign they have
A good live advertisement In the
debt of Uncle Sam to other nations. a deficit although they both met only
Leave 6:45 p. m., conlects with No.
the most urgent demands for help.
Want column of the New Mexican will
I east and 1 south and west.
of the twenty-siArrive 3.18 p. m. with connections them know It
county
, Five
Roswell has organized a society for from No. 3 east
school superintendents of New MexAt' the first school tne prevention of cruelty to animals,
Are You a Seller? An, advertiseico are women.
lections under the new state gover- Santa Fe needs such a society, which
Let Him Know it If you are out ot ment In the classified columns of the
nment next year, women will vote. will in addition make it Its duty to a position, you must let the employer New Mexican will put your real estate
These are evidences of real progres-Sivenes- s protect growing as well as living know it, A wast advertisement In the on 'he market effectively. It will put
for which the people must things. At this season of the year, New Mexican will reach every busi- the facts of your property, before thr
tfcank th
Republican constitution when feed is scarce, many people in ness and professional man In the city eyes of al! possible buyei.
tkers, for It 1 they who wrote Into town neglect their animals, or dellb- - and county and a great many In the I
If you want anything on earth try
constitution the clause that have erately drive them into gardens and territory, if yon have any pedal talr
yards where the hunnr anlmal dt-- ent, do not hide it under a bWttel
UN Mexican Want Ad.
Umm tt-O-ff
yoatlMc
OFFICIAL
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Once.
Miss Passay So she's twenty-fiv- e
today? I guess It would surprise hei
If I should tell her I was the same
age.
Miss Wise Oh, no! She knows that
'
of course.
Miss Passay That I am twenty-five'

Miss Wise No; that you were.
Catholic Standard and Times.
Waiting for an Opinion.
"Now Rastus," roared the major,
"what is the use? Don't you know
that I know you are lying?"
"Tassuh," replied Rastus, "but ye
see, Marse Henry, I kind o' thought
I'd like to hab yo' opinion on de subject befo' I decided dat I was lyln'
fo' sho' mahself. Now dat yo' says
I Is, Marse Henry, I Jest reg'larly
knows I is, suh." Harper's Weekly.
Ancestral Respect
."The Chinese have great respect
for their, ancestors," said the dlstto

guished oriental.
, ;
"Well," replied Mr. Cttmrox. "haven'l
we? Some of us pay experts thousands of dollars to find out who thel

yatV

.i

-

-

-

any town and date, for
inch............ 80c
. . , 50c
inch
Ledger Datar month, day and year in
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
inch..., 35c
inch.. .. 25c
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
Defiance Model Band Dater...........
.50
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut. . . . . . 1.50
Pearl Check Protector.... ..
.....1.50

Local Dater

1- -2

1-

.......

-3

1-

-4

1-

-8

................

.

1

2
4

SELF-INKIN-

x4

1- -4

G

STAMP PADS.

2 x 3 3--4, 25 cts ; 2
35 cts; 3
2,
60 cts; 4
73 cts;
x 9, 85 cts. All colors. Stamp Pad Ink, 25 cts per battle.
3--4,

15cts;

1- -4,

1--

x7
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NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
r
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SOFT DRINKS
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NOVEMBER

SATURDAY,

UNITED STATES BANK

THYSELF.
By Edwin Markham.
Know man and you will know the deep
of God;
For I who cry my wonder over life,
Am I not part of That behind it all?
Do I not feel the passion of the one
Who was anterior to the morning

Your Patronage Solicited
1.

President

H.

W. E. GRIFFIN,

',

1856.

Established

f.

star?

Did I not come out of the Mystery,
Out of the Infinite? So in my sigh
Do I not breathe its sorrow; in my
will
Do I not speak Its purpose? When a

STEPHENS. Cashier,

Asst. Csshier

V

.

stone
Falls from a etarr
stone
i
The secret of tfte rastness whence!?
'.'"
; fell.-;;j

1903.

1 Incorporated

'

-

v''i

A.' H. Van' Horne,' a teacher from
l.&s vegas, is in me city. t
s
L. A." Peck, the well known pickle
Denver.
salesman is here from
L. V. Frankel, a well known jewelry
salesman, is here from Denver.
Victor Van Horne, a salesman from
New York city, is at the Palace.
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
returned to Albuquerque last evening.
of
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Robertson
Buckman are visting friends in the
city.
Mrs, William Balfour is spending
today in Santa Fe. Albuquerque
.

Profits go with the Thermometer
and at the Right Season on

SEASONABLE GOODS
C

MEN

Lounging Robes, Bath

3

Better,

Monarch and Cliiett Lines-No- ne
Plaited and Plain.

SEUN
219.

5
:

:

:

COMPANY
Phone 36

:

:

:

,

Let us tell you about a
house, good
t
f

,-

six-roo-

location, fruit trees,

-

Handles the Proposition-

$1,000

O.C.WATSOh
INSURANCE, SURETY BONDS,

Phone, Red 189.

'4

j
J

m

shade trees, lawn, good out buildings

$1,000

UU frST;?
.1

Union

WOMEN

Suits.

NoveltyFancyFeathers
and Dress Shapes.

We are prepared to save you a little money on
your purchases of any one of the above garments.

SEE THEM AT

MISS

A.

MUGLER.

nice, soft, fluffy, reliable grade of high art
outing used in our mens's Pajamas, Night Shirts, at
a living price, $1.00, 1.25 and $1.50.
A

The march
from Lohengrin was used as a professional. Mendelssohn's wedding march
was the rcessional. The other numbers included:
)
Caprice in B Flat (Herbert

preceded the ceremony.

.......

Ladies' Night Clowns; Tthe same materials
.
similar range of prices.

Bot-ting.-

"The Golden
Marie.)
Wedding

music

.

at a
.

(Gabriel

Wedding"

(Charles

A.

Carnival
"Nocturnette"
(Edward Schutt.)
"In Summer" (Lohengrin.
Following the service, Mr.
Vincent left for a wedding
tne East, They will reside

Steb-bins-

Ladies' Muslin downs always
usually surprising to all alike.

.)

Mlgnon,

at a

that is

price

We carry three grades of Union Suits. The first
is a medium weight, velvet finish, interlocking garment that is very satisfying, at the popular price
of $2.25. Another, a little heavier, part wool, $2.25.
Still another, heavier, at $2.50.

)
and Mrs.
tour of
in Chica- -

SO.

Mr. Vincent is a graduate of Yale
university. He is a member of the
firm, Well, Ferrill & Co., Chicago,
and a son of former Federal Judge

Ladies' and Misses' Union Suits, 75c, $1.50, $2.50

city and
before
that ..of Santa Fe, New Mexico.
J,
A.
.
of
district
Abbot
the
Ira
Judge
Herald.
Mrs. J. B. Hayward of Santa Fe is court will leave for Santa Fe this evvisiting at the Lasater home. Mori-art- ening to act as a judge in the college
(Continued on Page 8.)
division of the st?te oratorical conMessenger.
test.
Journal.
of
Albuquerque
Morning
Portland,
Douglas McChesney
Mrs. C. S. Lobinger is visiting Mr.
Oregon, is visiting Dr. C. E. McChesNEW METHOD TOILET SHOP
and Mrs. Chester Hunker at their
ney of this city.
MRS R. LOPEZ.
W. M. Taber of Glorleta, is spend home on the West side. Mrs.
husband is judge of the court
ing the day here on business matters.
Shampooing
Manicuring:
of the first instance in Manila, P. I.
Albuquerque Herald. Hair
Dressing
Massaging
Las
Vegas Optic.
E. E. Van Horn, inspector of the
' Chiropody.
The Thirteen Card Club is meeting
cattle sanitary board, is expected here
today at the home of Mrs. Carl A. Fron Ro m Over F. Andrews' Store
today from Albuquerque.
The Saturday Card Club is meeting Bishop on East Palace avenue. Betoday as the guest of Mrs. Levi A. sides the members of the club the
guests are Mrs. Carlos Creamer and
Hughes, on Lincoln avenue.
Celestino Ortiz left for Santa Fe Mrs. Henry P. Bardshar.
W. C. Black, superintendent of the FRESH BREAD AND CAKE
yesterday noon, to look after business
seventh district of the Postal Tele
affairs there. Estancia News
Dally. 6 Loaves Fine Bread, 25c
Major W. H. H. Llewellyn of Las graph Company, arrived last night
on
from
Denver
business with George Confectionery,
Fruits and Groceries
Cruces, was a visitor in the city yesSmith, the local agent for the com' FreshCreamPuffs Wednesday &
terday. Albuquerque Herald.
Saturday
,
Miss Connelly of Albuquerque is vis pany. Las Vegas Optic.
152 Red- Phone,
Cook
W.
Coburn
will
leave
this
at
iting her aunt, Mrs. A..M. Bergere,
AMAD0 GUTIERREZ, PROP.
morning for Santa Fe to represent
her home on Grant Aveneue.
Miss Mae McMillin and Miss Lucy the University of New Mexico in the
Edie, popular in Duke City society, state oratorical contest, which will
be held there on Saturday night. Alare visiting friends in Santa Fe.
Miss Ethyl Thompson was a passen- buquerque Morning Journal.
THE TIME TO BUY
ger on today's train enroute for Santa The Elks will give a minstrel
Fe from Willard. Moriarty Messen '"Thanksgiving Thursday" November
HGT
WATER BOTTLES
30 and Friday, December 1. The re- ger,
'
so
satand Mrs. L. Bradford hearsals,
far, have been most
1$ now. We have just received
Prince have gone to New York and isfactory and General Manager Chas.
alargelinedirect fromfactory,
j Sapp is enthusiastic over the success
Flushing, Long Island.
thereby insuring fresh goods.
ne
sure
to
is
wnicn
achieved.
The Wallace Club is meeting this
Mateo
Lujan, assistant territorial
afternoon as the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Max Nordhaus at the Staab resi- land commissioner, passed through
this city last night on his way from
dence on East Palace avenue.
Judge C. J. Roberts of Raton arriv- Clayton, where he has been looking
ed in the city last night and address- - after business affairs, to his headquarters in Santa Fe. Mr. Lujan's
home is In Las Vegas. Las Vegas
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine Optic.
District Judge-elec- t
Edward L. Med- Tablets. Drueeiata refund money if It
K. wr OKOVB'S Srgna- - j Ur o lM' eruces, was in Santa Fe
today from Las .Cruces. On the face
ture is on each box. 25c.
of the returns, with the precinct of
Palma, Torrance county, which went
from 17 to 30 Republican, lacking, Mr.
Medler has. been elected judge by six

0.
sco St

a
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S.
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CO.

come
Etcryne does.
At this store you will find
ap-

JULIUS H. GERDES.

Call and see us.

Beautiful Hand Painted China
--

The Very Latest Popular Designs, Covering Any Article That You Might Be Interested InTHERE IS A DIFFERENCE IN CUT GLASS,
and we can show you. Our stock is complete in all details
-

h.

PRICE-MAKER-

S.

P. S We forgot to ay that we are now beginning to
show our Xmes line of new novelties. You know what

" Santa " saye about the early buyer.

Forget Politics and Think of Your Home
somefine Sets China
WE asCabinets
as you wish.
many
a
make
of

HAVE

pieces

for the table,
Also Kitchen

that
cooking delight. Wilton Rugs, Fibre Rugs, and many varieties of carpets
to embellish your room and hush the noise of footsteps. Also exquisite screen Lace Curtains to shade
your eyes and "dress up" the parlor. A complete
line of Brass Bedsteads and Furniture of all kinds.

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.
XX XX

X

xxxxx xxx

Where Prices Are Lowest'"0" rt.5,ovor,st
mtwuaiu. i ma una

COFFl

Silk Head Scarfs,
Sweaters and Aviation Caps,
Kimonos Material,

w

V.

,m

win liKeiy oe
held In Santa Fe early In December
and Mayor Arthur Seligman and President Samuel G. Cartwright of the
Chamber of Commerce will make the
preliminary arrangements early next
week toward the appointment of com-

All in

K
K
We guarantee each and every Bot
tie we sell to last one year.

BUTT BROS. CO..

mittees.

Always

Reliable

ADOLPli

4

SELIGMAN

DRY GOODS

KXXXXXXXXXXXXB

Funeral Directors
PICTURE FR AMINO

Phone, 130 Red.

S

K X

you want to do BUSINESS RIGHT, with a COMPANY
that is RIGHT, on a form that is
RIGHT, and at RATES that are
RIGHT. Why not get acquainted
Of course

with

.

THE NATIONAL SURETY

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty
Phone Black No. 52

&

COMPANY;

Insurance Agency.

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

S

J. P. Steed

&

..MILLINERY..

Son

WE KNOW
LADIES, LET US MAKE YOUR NEW HATS.
THAT YOU WILL BE PLEASED
for we have a very pretty line of materials and a very thor
ough experience back of us. You positively cannot duplicate our workmanship or prices elsewhere in Santa Fe.
125

6

Palace
Avenue.

MDC

miw.

W . I IMhHADIYT
tt uniuini 1 ,

Santa Fe,
New Mexico

;
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ON THE LAMP-I- TS

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL
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Just a Word About Bonds
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SIGN PAINTING

y

'Listen! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?

You pay for, by having It right where you are using it. It saves on your light bill and SAVES THE EVES. Our display rooms are open for your
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
the Idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY, WASHINGTON STREET.
1V ................

...

,

4

i.

s

x

K

Carriage & Automobile

I perfect

n

M
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VineentpTlffany.
Married at Springfield, Illinois, at J Phone, Red Kl. Night Phone.Red 58. J
11 o'clock Saturday morning, Nov. 11,
1911, at Christ Episcopal church, Rev.
G. C. Dunlop officiating, Charles Vin-ceof Chicago -- ni Miss Margaret S3S3CXS3CXSC3S3C3SXXSX
C. Tiffany of Springfield.
Mrs. Ridgley Hudson, sister of the
The
bride, was matron of honor.
bridesmaids were the Misses Dorothy
Chase & Sanborn's
PAINTING
Glover of Chicago, Katherine VinHigh Grade Coffee
cent of Chicago and Jane Vincent 'of
with its fragrant
Chicago.
aroma and m
Edward Ridgley acted as best man.
The ushers were Messrs. Joseph Dixon
of Chicago, Milward CrosBy of Chicay i color,
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
go, Richard Bokum of Chicago, Tem-- .
pie Ridgley of Springfield, Charles A. j
PAUL
LACASSAGNE
Starne of Springfield, Rodman
JUST IN
5
305 Saa Francisco Street,
of Springfield, Summer Well of
New (1911) Crop of ENGLISH WAL Chicago and Jack Peabody of Chicago,
NUTS and ALMONDS
The church was handsomely decorated in autumnal colors, chysanthe-mum- s
and potted plants being used
of
in profusion.
The
wore a
Aunt Jemima's Famous large tan colored velvetbride
hat, trimmed
with gold cloth and fur. She carried
PANCAKE FLOUR
CARPENTERS.
a boquet of lillies of the valley. The
matron of honor, Mrs. Hudson, wore
AND CABINET MAKERS.
Also Scudder's Maple Syrup brown crepe meteor with a brown hat
to match. She carried an arm boquet
of yellow chrysanthemums. The bride- - FURNITURE MADE TO
ORDER
uiaiuB wure www! serge lauorea suns
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE
with hats to match, and carried yelH
KAUHE
CO. low chysanthemum8.
, An organ recital by R. Albert Guest
All Work Gnaranteed.
Phcne, Red IIS

Poor coffee is an unwholesome drink. To
begin the day by drinking
it clouds an otherwise
cheerful mind. See to
it, then, that you have

Great Abundance of Style and Material.

K

DRUGGISTS

Just in, a Fresh Stock

108 Palace Avenue
Day and Night Phone.

CO.

&

:

C. YONTZ,

MULLIGAN & RISING,

THE

THE MASTER TAILORS.

majority.
Plans now are being, made for the
Via 11 fnlTravIm. . a I .... .

1flAllcm.al

FOR

the latest creations in wearing
parel for Men and Women.

W. N. T0WNSEND

ft'

SAFE QUALITY

a,

THOSE

Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred M. Bergere announce the engagement of their daughter, Estella, to Mr. Aldo Leopold of
Burlington, Iowa.
O. L. Owen, Democratic candidate
for corporation commissioner, was in
the ,gity last night after a trip to
Santa Fe On business. Albuquerque
Herald.
.', W. R. McGill, Democratic
candidate" tor attorney general,' spent last
night fn the city on his "way home to
La Lande after visiting the capital.
Albuquerque Herald.
and Mrs. W. T. Thornton who have been the guests of Mrs.
J. P. Victory this summer and fall ex
pect to leave for their winter home
at Cliiarialaiara tixt week.
L. E. Black, who sells Overland
autos, and who finds business increasing in the Southwest, where the auto's
Power is felt I. here from Albaquer- -

i

----

;?.-'..5'-".-

.

Night Gowns, Pajamas,

MEN

PLAZA BAKERY

i

..

Discount

Lob-inger-

ten's Fancy Shirts

O. Box,

25

Territorial Engineer Charles D. Mihas gone to Deming on good roads
matters.
"
Secretary Herbert W.Cla'rk oftta
territorial Republican central committee went to Las Vegas last evening,
expecting to return by next Tuesday.
P. T. Lonergan, superintendent of
the Pueblo Indians of the Lower Rio
Grande, was in the city yesterday on
business with Attorney Francis C.

y

Robes, Pajamas.

Sweater Coats, all Colors and Qualities

P.

Con-

ller

KNOW

Business

Does a General Banking

ed the New Mexico Educational
vention. He is at the Palace.

sicul nn pebsihl)

TRUST CO.

&

CAPITAL 850,000 00

B. LAUGHLIN,
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TEACHERS

On Christmas Morning
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The following are the resolutions
adopted by the New Mexico Educational Association yesterday after-

less Heater.

02
46

am

FAVOR PROHIBITION

R. F. Asplund Is Praised and
Educational Journal
Endorsed.

as on any other winter day,
you can make your home
more comfortable and cheery
by using a Perfection Smoke-

165

6 36
6 27
6 17

1911.

Women's Secrets.
There is one man in the United State who has perhaps heard
more women's secrets than any other man or woman in the
country. These secrets are not secrets of guilt or shame, but
the secrets of suffering, and they have been confided to Dr.
R. V. Pierce in the hope and expectation of advice and help.
That few of tbese women ha been disappointed in their expectations is proved by the face that ninety-eigper cent, of
all women treated by Dr. Pierce have been absolutely and
altogether cured. Such a record would he remarkable if the
cases treated were numbered by hundreds only. But when
that record applies to the treatment of more than half-a- - million women, in a practice of over 40 years, it is phenomenal.
end entitles Dr. Pierce to the gratitude accorded him by women, as the first of
specialists in the treatment of women's diseases.
Every sick woman may consult Dr. Pierce by letter, absolutely without
charge. All replies are mailed, sealed in perfectly plain envelopes, without
any printing or advertising whatever, upon them. Write without fear as without fee, to World's Dispensary Medical Association, Dr. R. V. Pierce, Prest.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
ht

DR. PIERCE'S FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION
nXa.lx.oaB

WoAh.

women Strong,
Siolx. "XKroxxxexa.

A7"elX.

noon:

Perfection

M..-.L-

-.

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

From Santa Fe

Continental

LraJIr:

THE

S

Subjects

20

9 32
65

J u action

Oimarron
Oimarron
Nash
Harlan
Ute Park. N.

12

NOVEMBER 18,

retary R. F. Asplund, for his untiring will be in town to assist in the prose- Praise for J. E. Clark.
efforts to make this meeting (which it cution of the case.
.i
We point with pride to the educa is in fact) the greatest meeting in the
94
6 00
Ar
Held Up Special Officer.
p m j ,p m
tional progress which has been made history of the Association, to the railW. A. Tuffman, the man who held
of
administration
the
Superin
road
during
&
UOonneota at Colfax with E. P. s. W. Ry. train both North and 8outb.SK
companies for their liberal rates,
Officer Smith of the Santa
Its genial warmth is quickly at your service, ready for use in any
tendent J. E. Clark and for which he and to the people of Santa Fe for their up Special
AStage (or Van Houter. ", M. meets trains at Preston N.IM.I
local yards on Wednesday
in
the
Fe
his
those
N.
9:00
when
A.
for
nv, dally except
By
has been largely responsible.
M., at
Kllzabetntown,
Stage leaves Ute Park, N, M.,
emergency. You will need it as a supplementary heater
hospitable treatment and entertain- and skipped town, and who was capOadays, Fare fc uu one way $3.50 round trip ; fifty pound baggage carried free.
extra cold spells come. Later you will find it just the thing for the
frequent visitations to the common ment, and to the musicians from
back by Special Oftured and
MDim
&
S.
N,
for
leaves
south
at
the
11,11
Mclaes,
0.
p. in. .'arrives from tb
train
schools and normal institutes he has
and Raton for their excellent ficer Jack brought
changeable weather of early spring.
was taken
yesterday
Kroh,
that 4:38a. m,
direct
his
under
county
every
placed
selections on this occasion.
carried. It is safe in
Crais
before
and
is
with asPerfection
Heater
The
charged
easily
Judge
light
teachers
He
has
J. VAN HOUTEN,
E, G. DEDMAN,
M. WILLIAMS,
given
supervision.
Vocational Normal School.
made.
heater
with
waiy-e- d
a
sault
reliable
He
and
weapon.
of
safest
deadly
hands
most
child
the
the
infora
valuable
V. P. & G. MM
and siperintendants
G. P. Agent,
Superintendent
Since the new constitution provides
Drums finished either in blue enamel or Dlain steel, with nickel
preliminary examination and was
mation through his circular letter sys- indirectly for the establishment
of
an ornament to iwy room.
tem and opinions concerning the in- another normal school, we recommend bound over to meet the action of the
trimmings
in the sum of $500 in degrand
law.
school
of
the
Every
terpretation
A special automatic device makes smoking impoaible. All part easily
that if the legislature sees fit, that fault ofjury
he was remanded to
which
been
state
has
placed it be established a "Vocational Norteacher of the
cleaned. Gallon font; bums nine houra. Cool handle ; damper top.
the county jail.
him for his help mal
to
under
obligation
a
school
of
of
for
School,"
type
Dealers everywhere ; or write for descriptive circular to any agency the
Used Kitchen Knife on Himself.
By his which, we believe, there is a meritorful memorial day exercises.
Jim
succeedhas
Sevier, who Thursday evening
he
itineraries
educational
Oil
ious demand.
Thus preventing any
ed in reaching the public ear and in duplication of our excellent system of tried to end his mortal existence by
(Incorporated)
inflicting wounds upon himself with
spiring teachers in the direction of normal instruction.
a kitchen knife in the city jail, was
the highest ideals of their proiession
Industrial Clubs.
From time to time there have come
too, Arizona, Mexico and to tb Pacific Coast, via M3W
We heartily endorse the idea and yesterday bound ap and bound over
EDUCATIONAL CONVENTION ENDS speaks of the days of the Santa Fe from his department revised editions recommend the organization of the under peace proceedings instituted by
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torraaca,
course of study
his wife in the sum of $300, and in deIN VERITABLE BLAZE OF GLORY trailers and of the conquistadores who of the school law, a
boys' and girls' "Industrial Clubs' and
and another the
contests
of
in
preceded them, as well as of the cliff for the common schools,
agricultural fault of the bond was sent to the counholding
educational
an
Normal
lor
Institutes,
who
seem
dwellers
have
to
been
the
and
science
domestic
products, wher- ty jail. His hearing was held yes(Contined Prom Page Three.)
terday morning.
"native sons" of this sunshine state. directory, a visiting record for county ever it is possible and practicable.
Under his direction
Obtained Money Under False Pretense
the "Prijoles superintendents.
and Peace Movement
Arbitration
Passing
through
attending the sessions of the conven
not We
The hearing of Nicolas Salas, betion "so faithfully" and he also threw Room" the guests heard the delight- the certification of teachers has
heartily endorse the Arbitration
eco
more
but
and Peace movement, and earnestly fore Judge McClellan, charged with
few bouquets at President Hofer ful strains of Ramirez's orchestra. onlv been satisfactory,
the
in
Then in the Assembly Room, large nomical than any other period
solicit the teachers' cooperation in obtaining money under false pretenses
and Secretary R. P. Asplund.
OR
have
it.
will be held on Monday morning. SalThe speaker then took up the sub and brilliantly lighted, refreshments history of the state. Teachers
in spreading
to rise
as is the young man who on the day
Endorse Prohibition.
ject of conservation in general and were served by the Woman's Board of been encouraged and schoolhigher
boards
dwelt at length on the Conservation Trade, Mrs. W. S. Harroun and Mrs. their profession,
In alcoholic of his marriage, cashed a cbeck with
traffic
the
Whereas,
to
influenced
pay higher
have been
Paul A. F. Walter pouring coffee.
Congress made possible by
He has liquors is the greatest curse in home the Mandell Myer company, for $350.
salaries for their teachers.
dent Roosevelt and told of the reason
Table of Rare Beauty.
secure and school; we, therefore, favor all The check was returned with the custo
efforts
in
his
been
untiring
for the alarm Mr. Roosevelt felt over
near the long table, one
states wise and well directed efforts, for both tomary mark 'no funds' a few days aftStanding
other
with
relations
the destruction of our resources.
was immediately struck with its reciprocalUnion for our teacners ana state or any locality therein, for the er, and Salas was arrested on Tuesof the importation, expor day.
Edison's beauty. The table was covered with of the
Wizard
He emphasized
who wish to make their homes suppresion
or
Criminal Assault
work constructing a concrete house Mexican drawn work of exquisite de- those
sale, of alcoholic liquors
tation,
Per rates and full intorsaattoa MMrau
to
seems
us.
In fact, there
for
for $1200 (though he did not mention sign, and the soft rays of wax candles among
purposes.
The case of criminal assault against
beverage
educational work
of
the
no
be
phase
Home and School Clubs.
that eminent physicians have declared set in Old Spanish candelabra made
Augustine Chiguigii, lieutenant govbe reached by successful
The Joint State Committee of the ernor of the pueblo of Isleta
such a concrete house a first class dazzling the old silver which embell- which can
EL Pbm Texas.
entered.
not
has
occupied
he
that
supervision
counof
New
Women
of
in
Mexico,
rheumatism maker
Federation
damp
ished the table, in the center of which
j the attention
of the district court all
the general efficiency of his desires:
Indeed,
was a large "olla" or Spanish vase
tries.)
day yesterday, and from the general
administration has been the most im(1). The formation of Home and looks of the situation the trial will
Continuing, Professor Searson said wlth yenow chrysanthemums, yellow
In
the
history
far
thus
epoch
portant
School Clubs in all schools in
the be just about concluded
that the public need not be so alarm-- telng tne coi0rs of New Mexico.
of our school system and will long be
today.
ed about the conservation of national
The table and its settings took one remembered and appreciated by the state.
The testimony Introduced was all
resources but it does need to be alarm- back the
a
of
The
(2).
Depart
organization
a
associated
centuries, recalling
past educators who have been
of a corroborative nature to the testied about "brain conservation."
ment of School Patrons in connection
of which Santa Fe is rightly with him.
of the day before given by the
He told of the work of teachers, the glory
As- mony
Mexico
Educational
with
New
the
a
Machine Politics and the Schools.
witness, Mrs. Maria
prosecuting
educators of the youth of the land, proud.
of
all
Home
members
with
It is estimated that over six hun- - We deprecate the efforts of politi sociation,
Chavez. It was brought out yesin transferring a "waste place Into
Club
members
and
School
associate
terri-need
terday that her small son was forced
a garden spot" and added: "What we dred Persons from all over the
cians to drag the state and county of this department
rT afltendafl the reception which
to be a witness to the defendant's
Tnese
today, more than ever, ts the ap- syperintendency into politics.
We give these measures, not only
WIla B 81su oi aengnt ana
nlication of brains to the products of lue'
positions are not policy determining our approval, but pledge assistance in attack upon his mother. Attorney for
ueciarauons mat ine raiace oi tne offices and should not De eieciea uy
the defense expects to get through
industry."
laudible way.
wivernors is inaeea a treasure nouse the people at large.
with the evidence for the defense dur- More Pay.
They should be every
kUwe-rff
Romance"
ty
of. Santa chosen by boards reaponalUo to- - th
a.
Traveling Libraries.- He sounded a note on the teacher- We realize the great need ot good the argument of thetoday, after which
salary nneation and said that "our c'Thelul "'" "
people the same as the heads of our
attorneys will be
USE
general arrangements of the institutions and the superintendents reading matter for our schools, and made.
i. n
oopWo Tnnr'
in
it
many
were
In
the
of
of
teachthe
difficulty
no
obtaining
doubt
reception
charge
ennserva-is
rtno f th
moana of
of our city schools. There
To Quiet Title.
'
recommend
tion of the child's energies is by ex- - ers committee consisting of Miss but by this method a better class of localities. We therefore,
Fiiia Chavez de Candelarta,
a
create
state
sys
Jeanette
yesterthat
and
McGibbon
Miss
the
Estella individuals would be chosen and tne
legislature
elusion, he said, keeping children
suit against Deluvlnia
Bergere. both of Santa Fe, and they interest of the children consequently tem of Free "Traveling Libraries" for day entered
awav from evil and evil from them.
Sanchez, to quiet title and for dama-ge- s
cuugraiuiaieu on us suc hetter served. : Under the present New Mexico.
At the conclusion of his address, alB lu
in the sum of $500.
',f'
cess
as
are
an
wno
naa
tnose
fix
anyLander
8chool
cannot
constitution the legislature
Professor Searson was warmly ap18
to do with it.
and
"&ed in the plaintiff's petl- We respectfully request the Govern-- I
the oualiflcations of the county
thing
plauded.
uon lnal on November 14 of this
'
there
are,
to
And Then a Dance.
We
ot
or
A Great Reception.
members
,
the
and
state
year
Rgslature
superintendency.
"
SHORTEST LINE TO
Ne-- I Bh!6 waa 111 the peaceable and adverse
Then the. audience left the hall and
Following the reception, many of fore, in favor of a better plan 01 examine carefully the laws of
walked rapidly over to the Palace of the teachers and Santa Feans proceed choosing these officers. However, we braska, especially relating to the; Passion of two certain tracts of
nd a house in the
tne uovernors wnere a receyuoT wasjea to Library Hall In the Woman's refer with pride to the fact that Ave managing of school lands, by which ilal
village of
held in their honor, all Santa Fe be- - Board of Trade building where the women have been elected to tne coun- they have been preserved as a per- - Atrisco, and that afterwards the
. -- remises
endowment
for school pur fendau entered- ing host and hostess. As the guests young men of Santa Fe gave a dance. ty sunerintendency at the recent elec
The present prices of our and has since occupied them, against
arrived they entered the room at their The beautiful floor and the brilliant tion, which we regard as an indication poses.
right where a receiving line was illumination as well as the pleasing that this office is being taken Dy we school lands are far below what they her will and to her damage in the
met. In it stood Governor and Mrs. music furnished by Miss Trixie Piatt people from the baneful Influence of will bring twenty-fivyears hence. We amount above stated.
g a
If
William J. Mills, the governor
these
believe
that
machine
TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT
of
plans are even
politics.
unusual
pianist
Restraining Order.
ability, appealed
the
Mayor to every one to "glide in rhythm" to
tually adopted for New Mexico, these
Countv Unit System.
The First National Bank yesterday
and Mrs. Arthur Seligman, the mayor a late hour. It was distinctly
We declare ourselves unhesitatingly lands will prove the most profitable obtained a temporary restraining orNEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION DEPOT
representing the city of Santa Fe; Mr. bachelor" dance, and everyone de in favor of the county unit system in and sure way of placing our schools der from Judge Abbott, enjoining
secur-- Moll VI ENaIj,' anA AT.m
Mr. clared it the most enjoyable In many
and Mrs. Samuel G. Cartwright,
Onn TT..V.l.nl1
preference to any other and express on a good financial basis, thus
"uu,re"
rate
tax
for from
the
lowest
ing
our
Cartwright offering welcome on behalf moons.
possible
"""aT Z foreclosing
coming legislature
the hone that
upon
of
of the Chamber of Commerce
home the teachers and will bass a law authorizing its organi their support
Returning
of
certain
the
estate of
property
which he is president; and Mrs. B. visitors .
Sports.
the
instead
of
Indepenueni
zation,
the
Don
caught
Thomas S. Hubbell deceased, Sofia A.
proverbial
M. Thomas, president of the Woman's
Resolved, That this Association re Hubbell, and Thomas S. Hubbell
Quixote "forty winks" of sleep and school district system which we now
Jr.
Board of Trade, extending welcome then arose to the
unit
system
Executive
the
the
While
county
spectfully urges upon
clatter of alarm have.
because of the existence of a Judg
Mr. clocks at 5:30 a. m.
from that noted organization.
a
to prepare is considered in every way superior Committee that in future meetings manr tn KaVi olf
t
and Mrs. R. J. Palen (Mrs. Palen being for an excursion to today
the Puye cliffs under the present constitutional pro no ball games or other sports be;
Hubbell and Sofia
Woman's
of
ljub.
committee
the
be
president
scheduled at the same hours as
near Espanola.
vision for a five months' school to
m&
'
of the New Mexico Museum), Presi
A special Denver & Rio Grande conducted in every district It comes general sessions or separate section ;
on
22.
dent S. Hofer of the New Mexico Ed train carried three score or more to as a matter of necessity now. The meetings of the Association.
m lne comDlalnt
and Hiram this
distucational Association
e nrst Na- Muele and Orawing.
Interesting spot and by the aid of county unit system blots out all
B
fl
u
Jg
Hadley, the veteran educator, were teams they will have a great outing, rict lines and provides schools only
Resolved, That It is the opinion of 19 ,ono
a
also invited to receive the guests.
Dr. Edgar L. Hewett
the where they are needed. This system tnu Association
his
school
S. Hubbell, and
Sofia
Mrs.
After pleasant greetings, the visit party which he will accompanied
wife
by
all
children
equal
tb
aims
give
bring home about
of Education should take such steps ThnmaB s WllMu11
,.
ors wended their way through the 5:30 o'clock this
privileges at the lowest cost. It is as it may deem advisable to secure ;-evening.
a
various rooms of the Museum, greatly
is
It
that
However, many of the teachers, who organized on the principle
Introduction of public school
1
admiring the paintings of Carl Lotave, attended the educational association's better to have a good rural school at the
In- county
Into
the
sic
and
drawing
canvas
whose
Parisian
the
have
to
artist,
than
cen
distance
reasonable
a
are
convention,
on
taeanrantoaea by Purchasta WaUt
their way
OfTJk
already
stltutes and schools ot every class 'nJ,'nrt!8t
nome. All declared before leaving. a poor one at every man's door.
uviAwi iu Aiuuniaiu uauueiana as
4MfV iUU-- WJ
throughout the state.
Parf Domestic Mooey Orders, Travelers'
trustee for Irene B. Candelaria, a cer
that they had the time of their lives
8hort Ballot.
Orders
SAID
SHE
tain deed of trust to lots 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
this week In Ancient Santa Fe.
We favor the election of all school JUDGE IRA A. ABBOTT
officers, including county and state
48 KEPT QUITE BU8Y. 12, of block 35, and lots 9, 10, 11, and
12, of block 66 of the Original Town
aid t8 Foreifn
superintendents at some other time
WOULD
FAINT 8 ALT LAKE CITY GET8
U, S., Canada, Mexico
NEXT APPLE CONGRESS. than at general political elections. We Effort to Clear Crlmnal
Docket by j 8it nation of the city of AlbuquerCwitries
que.
do not favor ward election of school
Next Saturday Evening JudgDenver, Colo., Nor. 18. Salt Lake officers in cities, but the system of
Subsequently the First National
Hubbell
ment
Mn. Delia Long Unable to Stand
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEORAPH
Against
City will have the apple show In 1912. choosing city hoards at large and of
Bank on February 21, 1911, obtained
Estate.
On Her Feet More Than a Few
Boosters for that city did not get, nor making them few in number.
a judgment against lhomas S. Hub- - ,
did they ask, an expression from the
bell and Sofia A. Hubbell for $5,887.36
Compulsory Education.
Minutes at a Time.
18.
N.
Nov.
The
M.,
Albuquerque,
American Apple Congress to that ef
The statute provides for compulsory present session of the second district with costs. It is claimed ihat this
fect They did what was as rood. If education for all children between the
to- judgment exists as a lien
up:m ; the
Pendergrass, Ga. Mrs. Delia Long, not better. They vested the selection ages of seven and fourteen years who court will close one week fromcrim- above described property, bat as a.
to
the
clear
order
in
and
a
recent
in
of this place,
night,
letter, says: of the 1912
from
a
miles
pub inal docket of as much of the busi- matter of fact It also recognizes the
meeting in an executive live less than three
"For five or six years, I suffered agonWe favor that this procommittee, and then named the com- lic school.
ies with womanly troubles.
ness as possible, Judge Abbott and priority of the deed of trust on tne
On April 18 last an addiOften, I couldn't sit up more than a mittee, removing the flight from the vision be extended to include all pu- District
Attorney Klock are bending property.
the congress, except the flurr j pils from fourteen to sixteen, providfew minutes at a time, and if I stood floor
was obtained for
tional
judgment
matters
in
the
to
effort
every
expedite
on my feet long, I would faint
that broke over the slate of new off- ed such pupils have not received a
$604.14.
;
I took Cardui, and It helped me Im- icers. Former Governor L. Bradford passing grade In the subjects of study district court
After the death at Thomas S. hut,
Medicine Without a License.
mediately. Now, I can do my work all Prince of New Mexico was defeated as
taught tn.the elementary school
Successor to B. P. Williams
the time, and don't suffer like I did." for
case of the territory ot New belt the defendant Neil B. Field purThe
state.
of
as
the
of
111
the
when
feel
president
in
Cardui
you
Take
any
I have purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
Mexico against Charles F. Ay cock, chased the notes , described and also
Sex Equality.
way weak, tired, miserable, or, under congress. William L. Roylance of
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate It ae a FIR8T
with practicing medicine with- the deed of trust It is alleged that
charged
strength-buildin- g
Cardui
is
a
Provo,
weather.
the
Utah,
candidate
the
of
Salt We call attention ot the appointing
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
will probably be taken in order to preserve its equities In
a
out
license
medicine for women.
tonic
Lake
City boosters, was successful powers of the state that women are
e furnish you with any kind o a rig you may want. I will endeavor
next week. Aycock the judgment lien he endeavored to
the
first
It has been found to relieve pain and over hjm. On
up
thing
the election of the new eligible to a position on the State
'distress caused by womanly troubles,
to give prompt end efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
is the man who is alleged to be sell- purchase the holdings of Mr. Field,
the
in
internal
would
we
the
of
president,
Board
While
Education.
fight
and Is an excellent medicine to have on
convention broke. Although the vic- not have women favored for such po- ing a cure for tuberculosis, under the snd has tendered to him the full
hand at all times.
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST!
t
ot Roylance was overwhelming, sitions beyond their ability, we would name of tubercluclde. It is alleged amount of the not and the Interest
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the
acts
Cardui
womanly
it
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M
FbofM 199 Red
only was conceded after a hard have no preference shown on account that the secret preparation in this is but the tender has been refused. It
Santa Pe,
tution, building up womanly strength,
a fraud, and that it is a compound of Is believed by the plaintiffs - that Mr.
"
toning up the nerves, and regulating struggle by the New Mexico apple of either sex.
FMd contemplates foreclosing upon
the womanly organs.
creosote and sweet oil.
men, who stood behind Prince.
.
Education.
Journal
of
Its half century of success is due to
no the property for the benefit ot himself
has
it
is
also
alleged,
Aycock
Educaof
New
The
Mexico
Journal
merit It has done good to thousands.
Fair Weather Predicted Sunday is tion is doing a great work for the right to practice medicine in this ter and Mrs. Hubbel! which wuT further
them know It
Will you try it? It may be just what
VST THE WANT
Are You e Seller? Aft sxreitlee-men- t yon need. Ask your druggist about to be fair and warmer, says the weath- ctuse ot Education In New Mexico, ritory, being without a license and encumber the property wiM a lien of
COLUMN DO IT.
er bureau. "Yesterday was cold and and we recommend that all people not a graduate of any ' recognised $70.1. Therefore pre'uiiws ,e3nadertd'
L
In the classified columns of the Cardui. He will recommend It
aar property that Is rentable,
an injunction la sated restrainins the
school of medicine.
Mexican
will
New
estate
real
let
put your
H.B.Writeto: UoW Advisory Dt..CMHe the temperature averaged' eight de- interested in education of whatever
fW aave tot, but 70a nvst
B.
defendants or et her one of them fro:n
officer
of
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Major
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Spev
It
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heartiest
form,
give
will
on
support.
the market effectively. It
put IlutruetKmt, ana
book. How Tm
ahraya soiae oae that want
mum was 39 degrees. The minimum
the N. M. Board of Health, who ha disposing of the tute anl ' deed ot
R. F. Asplund.
wrapper, on nquat.
1 Cl aewernsement la tae taa nets of your property before the far WMMt"
last night was 26 degrees.
We extend our appreciation to Sec- - been tn Roswell attending court there,
described is the petitta-i- .
HHm Mexican will eyes of all possible buyer..
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TAX

those who sell for cash.
The credit situation Introduces a
ROBBING PETER
novel theory in economics.
In mediaeval times it was argued that when
two traded the gain of one meant the
TO PAY PAUL loss of the other. Later economists
pioved that both might be gainers.
But in the installment business !t appears that while one loses the other
from
the
Honest
Taking
does not gain. Of course this ignores
the third party in the transaction, the
Folk to Give to the
shiftless who are the ultimate gainThieves
ers. For them the credit system is a
blessing.
To own things is one of the strongTWO
PRICES
FOR
GOODS! est instincts in man. To be able to
call anything mine is an incentive to
us all.
We pity those who through
Aspects of Instalment Business poverty own but little, but there are
well furnished homes where almost
As Described by Jacob
everything is owned by strangers, the
Bloomgarden.
installment men. The tables the bed,
and the chairs have all been bought
(Exclusive Service The Survey Press by the installment plan.
When the
Bureau.)
householder sits down it is not in his
Do vou know that there to a tvMo. chair
but in that of a dealer who ex
spread busInesg which takes money pects regular weekly exactions. If
from honest f0,k 10 Te 11 10
Vhese are not forthcoming he will take
Wmild vml lik. tn hp . miai.mBnil,t
'
between the deserving purchaser and
ao go oacK.
This thoneht it oneL. lne gooas very oiten
the scoundrel

BURDEN
.

DID HOT LOSE

IS

HEAVY

Gained Definite Advantages A Million Officials in France
in Morocco Agreement
Increase the Sum of
With France
Expenditures
CRYIS DIFFERENT WILL EXPLORE ORINOCO

CAMPAIGN

RIVER

The General Impression Is That Strange Town on Headwaters
in Which Only Women Are
Said to Live.

Premier's Diplomacy Met

Defeat

M.
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PROFESSIONAL

WA NTS
FOR RENT

furniture.

Six room house, with

Attorney-at-La- w

Santa Fe,

FURNISHED room, with light, heat
and bath for gent. This office.

J"'

FOR RENT

Practice in Ue Distri t Court as
well as before the Supreme Court 01 CHAS.
the territory.

Eight room house. 113

East De Vargas. Apply Geo.

M.

Kin-sel- l.

two-year-

e

five-pe-

f

syS-190- 7
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Santa Fe xxdge et
Perfection No. 1, 14ta

HARRY D. MOULTON

Banta Fe, N. M.

Formerly Special Agent, Q. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty

S. G.

471-25-8-
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Secretary.

SaSSaaaseS)Se4sS(
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge
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I80.00O.-00-

0

The Famous Jc55y& Lamp

n

Na

460, B. P. O. B. holds

Its regular session on
the second and fourth
Wednesday of each

McKEAN & CHEETHAM,

month.

Visiting brothInvited and
welcome.
CARL A. BISHOP.
Exalted Ruler.

Attorneys-at-La-

ers are

Practice in all the Courts and Before the Interior Department.
New Mexico.
Taos,

J. D. SENA,
Secretary.

U ORTIZ.

Attorney and counseHor-at-LaPracticing before all the courts is
the Territory.
- New Mexico
Santa Fe
,-

PROBERT & COMPANY

Investments
Independent Order ef Beavers.
Laids, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Santa Fe Dam No. SO, L O. B. helttf
Loaned
Investors
for
Money
Its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
We have for sale general stocks of first and third Friday.
Visiting BrothMerchandise, Retail Lumber Yard ers are always welcome.
and other Business Opportunities
GEO. W. PRICHARD.
throughout Taofi county.
President
Bank References Furnished.
C. J. NEIS,
New Mexico.
Taos,
Secretary.

DR. J.
RESIDENCE,

F. W. FARMER

DIAZ,

IW.

Homestead

DON CASPAR

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Meets
8econi
and Fourth Thnrs
days. Fireman'!

Phone, 21 6 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 220 Black
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M

W. Al. SHERIDAN, M.

Hall. H. Foremast,
A. E. P. Robinson,
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy

Farmer.

D- -

Santa Fe Cams

Genitourinary Diseases.

M. W. A.
sneets second Tues
day each month, se

13514,

THE WASSERMAN
TESTS. SALVARSAN "606"

& NOOUCH'

cial meeting flirt
Tuesday at Elks
HalL Vlsting nelgbv

ADMINISTERED.

Chemical and Microscopical Ex
aminations of blood, sputum, urine
and gastric contents. Directions
for collecting spe:imens given op
application.
State Nat. Bank

Bid,

Albuquerque

Ne.

2879.

AVE

bore welcome.
A. G.

WHITHER, Consul

CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk- -

N M
'

DR. W. HUME BROWN,

Dentist
Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red 6.

Santa Fe Camp No
6673. R. N. A. meets
fourth Tuesday ot
each month; so
cial meeting third
Tuesday at Elks'

Hall

Vlsltlnf

neighbors welcome
NETTIE VICKROY, ,

Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment

Oracle,
FLORENCE RISING.
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Recorder.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence Washington
Have you Kuraithea Tlooms to Rent?
Ave. next door to Public Library.
A little campaign Want advertising
Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
2 to 4 p. m. Evenings.
in the New Mexican will keep the Income from your furnished rooms from
Phone Black 47.
The classified columns are
.'lapsing.
Section 33, l always looked up closely and it will
for SE
use them.
Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N. M. pay you well to
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above de- MEN AND WOMEN WANTED
I

1--

10265-0797-

!

scribed, before Register or Receiver
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 21st day of Nov. 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Fernandez Ami jo, Dlonicio Sandoval, Placido Armijo, and Maximo Urban, all of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register:

!U

.

Master.

HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32

7--

!

32.

CART-WRIGH-

Venerable

Chae. F. Eastey.
Chat. R. Eatley
EA8LEY & EASLEY.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in the courts and before
Land Department
Land grants and titles examined.
Banta Fe, N. M., branch Office Eetaa
da, N. M.

H.

Ac-

cepted Scottish Rite ot
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening la
Masonic Hall, south
side of Plasa,
Visiting fcotish Rite Masons are cordially Invited to attend.

Attorney-at-La-

7--

I

Ancient and

degree.

1--

c

f

O. WARD

-

iant

.

a.

V.

?

2

4

b.--

Santa Fe Chapter No.

1. R. A. M.

!s

k

3--

Secretary.

Regular
convocation second
of
eacb month
Monday
at Masonic Hall at
New Mexico.
7:30 p. m.
Vegas,
JOHN H. WALKER,
E. C. ABBOTT
H Pe
Attorney-at-LavPractice in the District and 00- ARTHUR SEUGMAN, Secretary.
Prompt and careful
preme Courts.
Santa Fe Commander?
attention given to all business.
No. L K. T. Regular
Banta Fe,
New Mexico
conclave fourth Monday in each month at
G. W. PRICHARD
Masonic Hall at 7:31
Attorney and Countnllor at Law
p. m.
Practice in all the District Court"
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E.
and gives special attention to cases W.
E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fa N. M
C.

7rk

finan-som-

Master
E. LINNET.

Territorial District Attorn y
For San Miguel and Mora Counties

LOST Filagree Gold Bar pin and
small emblem pin. Finder return to
A. J. Fischer end receive reward

"

H. H. DOR MAX,

New Mexico.

Las Cruces,

LOST A string of gold beads If
finder will return to New Mexican he
will receive a suitable reward.

0

7.30.

Attorneye-.it-La-

K""
8df

Z9"l?m

pest-ridde-

New Mexloe

HOLT & SUTHERLAND

A

"

....

PAUL A. F. WALTER

D. S. Lowitzkl.

Fr

,the

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, k. F. & A. M.
Regular communis
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Berlin, Nov. 17. With the settlement ..Paris, November 17 To penetrate
FOR SALE 1000 one and
of the Franco- - German negotiations unknown wilds of Brazil, Venezuela,
old Shropshire Rams, all A, No. 1
concerning Morocco and the removal and Columbia, to discover and trace
stock. C. E. Hartley.
83 far as France and Germany are
concerned of this potential menace Liv to ZlTin findTh. habitation
FOR SALE One of best business
of war, a violent campaign has been of a supposed tribe of mysterious In- propositions in the city can make $200
opened by wide sections of the press dians, are the objects of Dr. Hamil- Wb
b"y 00 Credit 8Uffer to 350 per month; price reasonable.
and political groups against the gov- ton Rice, of Boston, who will soon
t emDarra.sse tne, 8W"ment man more th8e
tn tnir ghare f tn national O. C. Watson Co.
ernment for having, it is charged, in- leave Paris on a tour of exDloration to .
fluctuations of prosperity and depre
dulged in prolonged negotiations, upfft fhpv nr
oviuwf iui ue ib uuiistju lu penalize.
hnnrtfnanrwwl
hr TEACHER with
set
.1-t- the credit of the country the Royal Geographical
aocierv 01 the upright to protect himself
highest qualificafrom tueir Jack of IoresiKnt
anQ tnrit. Pe tions and credentials will
and brought Europe to the verge of England.
pay usual
the beat.
Iriods
when
come
make
cannot
they
commission for good position any
to the
hostilities only to score a full fiasco
The doctor's previous visit
accuscomea
are
10
Al
11 J
who
a
ana
a
or
lU
io peopie
alter
shorter
payments
.
and reap the pettiest of profits for wildernesses 01 nunuern ouuiii
aui-thing on the square. Address Teacher,
part-- , longer wait the goods are taken away.
Iarger
Box 394, Santa Fe, N. M.
the abandonment of its rights in Mo- erica has convinced him of the exis- - do the,f buying
e'e"
opie wno nave pam uuo in lnstaiirocco.
tence of a strange tribe of Indians "T BU"C8' ur, "hou8eho
d
'n meats for a piano lose all. Inability
BIG PROFITS for you!
Manufacsomewhere in the direction of the .heir gow.n8 an?be
Jingo Paper.
may
surprising to learn to pay the last two or three dollars ture Barley Crisp. New Confection.
women
source
of
The
Orinoco.
the
influential
National
"Jingo" papers,
New
otner
and
a
ci"es
has
caused many woman to lose her 5c
costs you lc. Machine
Liberal leaders and broad classes of of the tribe are said to live apart from there are
where the sewing machine and all that she has $5.00package
prepaid.
Samples FREE. Shafpatriotic Germans attack the govern- their husbands in a secret city the installment man gets the trade from paid.
But sometimes she does not fer
Co., 528 Natoma St, San Francisment for closing the bargain without ereater part of the time
one
a,most
where
lose
so
moves
it.
she
Occasionally
aI1f
Doctor Rice will start well equipped
co, Calif.
having obtained a slice of the Morocne does not ge
'eason
! succe8sfuy that she cannt be 'oun1- can empire. Other parties and pa- for extensive bacteriological examina- - DRcause som are 8
11
that
retchd
0thr times tne amount is smaU th! FOR SALE Text-boopers assail it for saddling itself with tion and hopes to contribute valuable
on Paragon
iT'0' glV6S "P
what is described as a vast area of data on the disease prevalent in the
Shorthand. Learned in one week.
them- - 'hose
not
tn
risk
gods
n
and
Writers in government employ. Can
Congo districts he visits. With the exception
are
get almost everything
We nav Deen accustoma for ageg be
swamp and jungle, worth far less than of an attendant he will be the only J!ho
learned without a teacher. Price
n
Installments-furni
tare,
to look upon the home as a sanctuary
,need
the small cessions of German colonial American in the party. He intends to carpets,
reasonable. Address, H. M., P. O. Box
covers, portieres, cloth- - of peaM and tranquility but the
caravan
his
s
just Ing"
exploration
313, City.
territory in Togoland and the Kamer-oon- make up
(3t)
her. way of buy,ng 18 stallment collector in times of
,An.y
entering the wilderness, or at
which France receives in the
cial
depression dispels this Illusion,
city like Bogota and he will carsettlement.
TYPEWRfTERS.
ry cloth, mirrors, beads, accordians,' Within limits the condition in life- No tranquility, is to be found when Cleaned,
Campaign Cry.
and repaired. New
re- premiums have
adjusted
nas
effect
little
of
this
habit
for
not
been
upon
to
paid
with
which
and
pay
gloves
All parties except fEose which must caps
furnished.
Ribbons and sup
platens
who
thosa
credit.
collector
When
due.
weeks
and
the
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naAmong
lying
and
with
the
barter
Pn
stand or fall with the government in his helpers
plies.
sold, exchange
Typewriters
in
are
he
the
Is
mite
his
denounces
refused
he
indulge
bricklayers
practice
These are the articles which
the coming elections, are wildly In tives.
and rented. Standard makes handled
Nor the housewife before all in the
ap- - clerks, policemen, and
has
the
taught
explorer
with
experience
and
the
government
dignant
The next time he Ml repair work and typewrites guar
most strongly to natives of the is the custom restricted to any one story tenement.
with Foreign Minister von Kiderlen- Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
race
or
color.
comes
the
him at his anteed.
wife
forstalls
the
Among
nationality
inland.
far
Waechter over the outcome and the
customers
of one dealer, as shown by own game of vehement abuse.
The hange. Phone 231.
"Moroccan Fiasco" promises to swing
tls account books, were Americans third stage of this sordid transaction
France is Overtaxed.
dozens of seats as a campaign cry
SELLING Our Exclusive
Linen
Englisn' Scotch, Irish, Jews, Italians, finds her in hiding. Innocent children
on
a
so
the
in
Cheron
Henri
been
report
Foreign attention, too, has
the Heel and Toe guaranteed hosiery dirare
0
with
left
the
collector
to
meet
Scandianvians,
Negroes,
1912.'
be
dewhich will shortly
Budget for
largely concentrated on the latter
Iul1Lblooded Indan- naive lie that mother is out Shortly ect from mill to wearer, pays big proftails ol the negotiations that the' presented to the Chamber of Deputies, and
does
not
after the sheriff arrives with a mov-o- f its; all styles and Qualities: custo
independence
keep
opinion that Germany has suffered calls attention to the growing burden nom,,c
0'the ln" lngJan and the sad tale is ended. In mers waiting; repeat orders insure
another diplomatic defeat is widely
taxation in France, which, includ- - Pf0,?1 f";om ,tne cAlutcnes
woman who owns ea
every place the installment permanent increasing income; excluexpressed.
ing State. Departmental, and Commu-- '
sive territory; credit Address PARestate
in
hU8e
condemned as a
and
real
business
stands
Brookyln
nal
From, the point of view of the Ger
charges, amounted in the year fa
KER MILLS, 753 Chestnut St.. Phil
shiftless
tem
the
the
Nw
shiftless,
by
Brougn'
Qu,eens
?f
man Foreign Office, however, It is
to over S26 per head of the popu,york.CIty'
adelphia.
ui i uiui igagc ii a a uroa nu uuc auu iwi iuo euiitiv&D
ntt
a too i t a aq
felt that the question of the success
or failure of Germany should be de Since 1907, the increase, for which installment firm for twelve years and
AGENTS WANTED First-clas- s
one of hundreds.
for
cided only after reviewing the gen the figures are not yet communicated,
this
and surrounding counties, for the
on
do
Installments?
buy
people
Why
eral course of Germany's Moroccan 13 described as having been still more
"NEW STANDARD 1910 Census AT!An obvious answer is because they
policy and eliminating misconceptions striking.
LAS of the World." Agents making
e
MONEY AND METALS).
as to its aims prevalent both here and M. Cheron also calls attention to have not the ready cash for their
Best of
New York, Nov. 18. Call money $40.00 to $00.00 per week.
abroad.
excessive number of officials and mediate necessities, as so often
Also agents for
Sil- - terms.
of all kinds, of whom Pns in the case of the newly married nominal.
Prime paper 441-2- ;
No Loss for Germany,
easy selling JUVENILE and HOLIIn the first place, it is insisted in there are nearly 1,000,000 in France, couple. But this is only part ol tneVer
555.8; Mexican dollars 461-2- ;
DAY Books. Combination Outfit post
The installment busi- - copper 12
Tin 43.321-Inspired quarters that the acquisition 664,000 being in the pay of the state explanation.
of territory in Morocco nas never and 278,000 in that of the depart- - ness is not limited to the poor and 44. Lead
4.354.40; Amalgamated paid only 20c. 50 per cent commis
sion to agents. Full particulars free.
Uttle is sold in the poverty 61
been, in the present negotiations as in ments and communes.
; sugar 118 bid; Atchison 107
These figure
the earlier diplomatic struggles, an do not include the employee"
Great Northern 128: New York Cen Address A. B. KUHLMAN, Publisher,
J stricken districts. If the credit mer136 West Lake St, Chicago, 111.
knows that the prospective cus-- tl.aj 1077-8- ;
aim of Germany.
that state railroads and toMftwrjal ontc
Northern Pacific 119
Secondly,
mer earns HtUe. or is not steady in Rading 1511-8- ;
France's predominant political ' In- prises, such as toV. ! to
Southern Pacific
h lb
work he will usually refuse to sell 113
fluence in Morocco was fully recog tories. In 8:
Steel $rt.456.55;
Uni0n Pacific 174
packers and butchers
n
gooas no matter now Daaiy ineyjci. dm 1093-- 4 bid.
nized by the Franco-GermaoBoSa
ilviftttCf
agree- of, the excet
f;f
$6.306.55; lights $5.80G.40; pigs
y
M.
can
be
needed.
Nor
the
respon-Uty
'
ment of February 9, 1909, and that the administri
.unn-.t-a is no
St Louis, Mo, Nor. 18. Lead firm ?4.255.50.
be entirely blamed upon the 4.27
the establishment of the French pro- a satisfactory
Spelter strong 6.0.
Sheep
Receipts none. Market
i; kto of canvassers
who Infest the
tectorate by the new treaty is, there
According to the
't, t!
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
GRAIN,
steady. Muttons $2.754; lambs $4
uomes ot millions.
The spread of
fore, no loss for Germany, which, in exreo"- '5.80; range wethers and yearlines
111, Nov. 18. Wheat Dec.
the third place, receives th thn It"1 jti-- .
general the credit system Is due rather to a 95 Chicago,
1001-2- .
4
range ewes $23.75.
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1
r
of
so
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esponsibility
COTTON.
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;
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closed quiet. Middling uplands 9.50;
Pork Jan. 16.35.
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hour.
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tor rugs
portieres
lines instead of upon their
J. F. Parker, 2021 No. 10th St.. Ft
WOOL MARKET.
wiie couia meanwnue
merits.
St. Louis, Mo, Nov. 18. Wool steady Smith, Ark., says that he had taken
save the quarters of the dollars that
kinds of kidney medicine, but
she would be paying to the install- territory and western mediums 17 many
Substitute for Milk.
iiie cardinal principle of this podid not get better until he took Foley
so
collector
ment
fine
mediums
fine
and
the
19;
1115.
purchase
1618p
licy, launched in open opposition to
Farmers and manufacturers who
No matter how long
Kidney Pills.
Livestock
the Anglo-Frencidea of disposing use milk to any extent, have been re- Nov. 18. Cattle Receipts you have had kidney trouble, you will
immediately
Chicago,
of Morocco by private bargain with- duced to the last extremities by the 8Cbm,et
ods.
U?.fJ
find quick and permanent benefit by
600.. Market dull, steady. Beeves
out consulting Germany was that enforced rise in the price of that
"",B.
the use of
'"""J
Kidney Pills. Start
rh
will
steers
attract
Texas
diately
always
$4.409J0;
$45.70; taking them Foley
France could obtain no rights in Moro- commodity, and have been experiment
now.
breed
shiftlessness.
steers
western
and
stockers
$4.307.30;
cco without the consent ot Germany ing with an artificial substitute for I
Those who buy on Installments and feeders $2.905.75;
cows and For sale by all druggists.
and the other powers.
which
know. .they are. paying more heifers $1.905.75;
calves
$5.50
usually
.
that by
f.
It has
Herewith are some bargains offered
Rejection of Bargain.
8.25.
Strict and, it is now admitted misby the New Mexican PrintingCom- Market
16,000.
Hogs
Receipts
taken adherence to this policy led to
variety of pea indigenous to Asia,
psny: Code of Civil Procedure ot the
dull 5c lower. Light $5.906.57
"
"
the rejection of a profitable Moroccan and grinding them afterwards in a 18 10 er ent but
Territory of New Mexico, 1897. sheep
men
mixed
$6.15
$6.156.65;
heavy
Talt
bargain offered by Rouvier after the mill, a white homogeneous liquid is s'x months or a year or even two 6.671-2- ;
bound, $1; paper bound. 76c. Missouri
to
good
$6.156.35;
rough
fall of Delcasse and to Algeciras, obtained, strongly resembling milk In
Pleading forms, 15; Missouri Code
and incur the heavy expense In- choice heavy
years
$G.356.67
pigs
From this, quite passHere Germany theoretically establish
Plea41ngs. $6: the two for S10.
ln,mak,ng theif collections to $4.756; bulk ofsales ,6 406i.60.
ed her principle, only to find herself abrechVe
flReceipts 2,500. Market adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
Sheep
ivauw uuijr. xv yvi ucrui tuuiv tuu tuv
standing alone as its sole defender, Its use for drinking purposes
casu
Native $2.503.75; jf New Mexico, 889. 181 and 1903,
1 ne scausucs
01 me quie't.
Steady.
price.
England, Italy, Russia . and Spain not seem quite practicable.
trade show that less than half pay western $2.653.70; yearlings $3.75
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
being pledged in various degrees not
their debts in full and in many cases 4.60; lambs native $3.505.15; west- full leather $3.
Sheriffs Flexible
to oppose France and France continu
Backache, Headache, Nervousness
'over Pock-- t Dockets, single, $1.26;
'
- practically the entire cost price of the ern $3.755.75.
woboth
men
and
in
new
and
well
and
rheumatism,
ally finding
always
justi
He who buys on
goods sold is lost.
Kansas City, Nov. 18. Cattle Re two or more books, 81 each.
New
fied reasons for pushing on its gradual
installments
for
not
long
pays
only
2,000, including 200 southerns.
Surreme Court Reports, Nos
ceipts.
if
absorption of Morocco. Not being will
Market steady. Native steers $5.
and 1A inclusive, $3.30 each. Com
ing to risk a war every few months ot medicine but stop it promptly with
9; southern steers $46.25; southern dilation Corporation Las, 75 e. Com
to check the various steps of this ab Foley Kidney Pills.
They regulate the dishonest.
Sometimes the credit cows and heifers $3 4.50; native illation Mining Laws, 0 c Money's
sorption, Germany threw overboard the action of the urinary organs. To customer pays full two prices. A $25 cows and neifers
$2.507; stockers digest of New Vwoe FjporU. tnll
nic
in
results.
in
her first, principle and. admitted
action, quick
sewing machine may be sold for as and feeders $3.75 (a 5.75; bulls $3.25
sees. 8R.60: full list eefcool blanks.
For sale by all druggists.
France's interests in Morocco, receiv
much as $50.
This Is robbing the 4.75; calves $47.25; western steers
ing in exchange a paper guarantee of
customer who intends to pay in full.
$47; western cows $35.
the open door and commercial equali- CRIPPS ACKNOWLEDGED
yet the dealer often makes but a small Hogs
Receipts 6000. Market 5c
8YDNEY.
DEFEAT
AT
ty.,-;;
FOR SALE.
profit and that after more worry than lower. Bulk of sales $66.50; heavy
Material Safeguards.
Deoartment of the Interior. Washlnstnti,
I). O., October 14.1911. Sealed bids marked
"Germany, according to tne official Jimmy Clabby of Milwaukee Easily
outside "Bid for timber on Jlcarilla Indinn
Outpointed Australian Opponent
Reservation. New Mexico," and addressed to
German view, soon found it necessary
tne Commissioner of Indian Affairs. Washingin Bout
to supplement this paper guarantee by
1
;
ton," will be received until 12 o'clock noon.
Special leased Wire to New Ifexlean)
Eastern time. February 1. 1018. for the nurchase
adequate and detailed material safe- (By
18.
N.
Nov.
S.
and removal of all merchantable dead limber
Sydney,
Jimmy
W,
guards and an agreement for Franco-- ' Clabby of Milwaukee,
standing or fallen and all the lire timber that
-easily outpoint I jr m
w
&n
c
German cooperation in certain Afri- - ed Arthur
may be designated for eutXng by the officer
in cnarge on a designated area of approxiCripps for the - middlecan undertakings which were con
mately 130.000 acres upon both tribal and allot
weight championship of Australia to
ted lands 01 tne Jicaruia Indian Reservation.
templated, it is asserted, under the day. The bout was scheduled as
Mew Mexico, located within townshlns 28. IS.
agreement of 1909. Negotiations to twenty rounds but Cripps
30 and 31 Nor'h. Ranges
and S West. New
Mexico Principal Meridian, lying within the
this end were well under way but ed defeat in the fifteenth.acknowledg
,
watersheds
of
Burns
and La Jara
Dulee,
with the fall of the Briand-Plncho-n
Creeks, and containing approximately
M
H.
of
feet.
timber,
principally yellow
ministry, It is claimed, negotiations
pine. A deposit of $5,000 of a certified check
were dropped, Germany found herself venations."
on a solvent National Bank drawn In favor ot
In this it was promptly
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs must u- balked in the efforts to renew them and theatrically successful,
oompany each bid. No bid of less than 13 00
and found the new French cabinet emNo Fiasco.
per M. board feet for the rtrst six years of the
eontaot and (3.Mper M. board feet for the lust
barked instead on the expedition to The result, the Foreign Office
inree yean or tne contract will be considered.
Fez and tne immediate military occu claims, far from being a defeat or
The rlh t to wave teehninaldaf mu in ad varHse.
ments
and bids and to reject any snd all bids
pation of tne Moroccan empire, an fiasco, has carried to a logical concluis reserved.
The timber must be eut under
- adventure which
rules
and
of
Germany warned sion the Franco-Germaregulations, copies of which, with
agreement
further information and blank bid form, may
France openly in advance violated the 1909, giving France the free political
be obtained from the Superintendent of the
Act of Algeciras, and restored to Ger hand therein contemplated and to Ger
tfioaruia imuan onooi, Lnuoe, Mew Mexico,
The
of
whole
the
tne
bed
ii
when
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs'
day
the
b
part
amity
evening,
full
many its
liberty of action.
many and incidentally to the world
Washington, 1). C
gathered! together around the lams.
This brings the recital to the de- - at large adequate protection for freeCARMt A THOMPSON,
The old dyt of the naoky firepUc and ffickerau candle are gone foraitt.
their
Aotjng Seoretary ot the Interior.
a
spatch of the German gunboat Pan dom of trade, whether the country re
ce
ce Um t MTIiiaH OS man tad the adiapemablc rUyo Lamp.
ther to Agadir an act, which, it has mains a French protectorate or is
been steadily maintained in official ultimately absorbed in the French
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
kpi.
tnn( tneir dcaa, white Ksht to more than 3.(XXX0OO bones.
Other lamp coat mum, but yoa oaaot act abetter hght than the
quarters, was in nowise designed to colonial empire. That Germany has
Kayo
-"stake out a claim' in South Moroc obtained a large increase of colonial
the ottidal lama ef the
toll
Department of the interior.
co but, it is now frankly admitted, territory and in addition has sideU. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
u
lumlaaaii aii iilfial.il in
not
M

Fraternal Societies

CMOS

FOR GOVERNMENT

Free booklet

1

360,000
U. 8. Civil Ser-

protected positions in
More than 40,000 vacancies
vice.
employment.
every year, lifetime
Easy to get Just ask for examinaNew Mexico Civil Sertion booklet
vice School, Albuquerque, N. M, Box
452.

THE PALACE
AND

sssss

THE MONTEZUMA
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

POSITIONS.

telle about

Now Under

HOTELS

theSanieManaeinent.

The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Room
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
Larje

Sample Rooms.

THOS. DORAN, Proprietor

m

p--

h

w

t

-

was intended primarily
for the
protection of emperllled Germans in
tn neighborhood, but to produce
conresumption of the interrupted

1

tracked one of the most pressing dangers to the peace of the world is. it is
claimed at the Foreign Office, so much
clear gain tor herself and the world.

pP.
i
I

1

1

I

--

o

nil

Cczsrl CU Germany

efs

-

Oct

14, 1911.

Notice Is hereby given that Bonifa
cio Sandoval ot Pecos, N. M., who, on

Nor.

12,

1911s

saade

Homestead

Coronado Restaurant
& Night. Regular Meals 25c.
FiroUhed noes ii crcrxtin. Kot k Cold Baths. Bectric tfctts
C. Ll'M EIIE2A, Pkj
222 Sai Francisco Street

Short Orders run Day
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GERMAN-MILLE- D

mnress' flour
"the answer to
every Baking Problem.

It's Firw,-Whit- er
arvd More Uniform
Made by LARABEES

Famous GERMAN
ROGERS

A

PROCESS.

SILVERWARE-COUPO-

IN EVERY

SAQK .J

F. ANDREWS,

Grocery, Bakery and Market,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Phone No. 4.

M.

Las day their guests were Mr. and Mrs.
Cruces.
Joseph S. Hofer of Tucumcari and
Mrs. Dora Brumbach left this after- Professor J. W. Searson of Manhatnoon for Santa Rosa, where she is tan, Kansas.
(Continued from Page Five.)
superintendent of schools. She was
Miss Lillian Franzen left this mornthe guest of Mr. and Mrs. John V. ing for Santa Fe to attend the New
H. B. Hening, the efficient secretary
Mexico Teachers' Association.
She
of the New Mexico Bureau of Immi Conway.
Captain and Mrs. Francis G. Bras-se- l was accompanied
by her brother
gration, was an arrival from Albuare spending their honeymoon in Lloyd Franzen, who goes to represent
querque this noon.
San Antonio, Texas. Mrs. Brassell the High School and Miguel A. Otero,
Joseph W. Folk, former governor before her marriage to Captain Bras-sel- l Jr., who
represents the Military Instiof Missouri, lectured at the Agricultuin Albuquerque several weeks ago tute, both the young men being in the
a
to
large was Miss Heloise Dibert. She form- territorial oratorical contests. Both
ral College Thursday night,
audience of students, as well as a erly resided in Santa Fe where her left in good
spirits and hopeful of
sister, Miss Dibert and her brother, winning the two first prizes. Roswell
Ammon Dibert, now are spending sev Morning News.
92....Phone....92
eral weeks. Mrs, Brassell was very
Mr. and Mrs. B. Z. McCollough will
popular in Santa Fe ana Los Angeles leave Monday for a ten-datrip to AlMARKET society. She and Captain Brassed buquerque where Mr. McCollough will
will reside in the City of Mexico, assist Rev. H. A. Cooper, pastor of
where Captain Brassell is connected the Presbyterian church, In a series
with a large insurance company.
In the absence
of special meetings.
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Ortiz of Nam-be- , of Mr. McCollough, arrangements have
have been attending the New Mex- been made for carrying on all the
Association
ico Educational
during meetings in the local church. Mr. Mcthe week. Mr. Ortiz is teaching at Collough will return in time to have a
Nambe this year and reports splendid part in the Union Thanksgiving serwork in his school.
vices which will be held in the PresMr. and Mrs. Rupert F. Asplund en- byterian church on that day, the sertertained at dinner Thursday and Fri- mon for which will be preached by
On Thursday their Rev. Mr. Shinier, pastor of St. John's
day this week.
MARKET guests were Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Lar-ki- Methodist church.
HAYWARD
of Las Vegas, and Dr. and Mrs.
If the ducks on the lakes In the
C. M. Light of Silver City. On Fri- ..92
92.. .Phone
vicinity of Wagon Mound do not suf-fe-i
the loss of many of their number
in the coming three days they can
thank their lucky stars. A party of
huntsmen left today for the lakes
armed with plenty of ammunition and
supplied with camping utensils. Not
all the party left today as some will
C.
not be able to start for the hunting
grounds until tomorrow. When the
Season.
party is complete the noses of the
Hardy Plants and Flowers in
following will be counted: Governor
William J. Mills, Colonel M. M. Pad4I5 Palace Avenue.
Phone, Black 204.
D.
Charles ' A.
SOCIAL

YOU

THE

ORUEN

The kind of a watch that will give you, your son, your grand
son, accurate time under all conditions, because it is
THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE IN THE DROWL
;

have them the regular sizes and the NEW PRECISION
W
s
VERITHIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased In an
variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.
end-les-

re

JAMES

repair-departme-

DAVID LOWITZKI,
Dealer

iu New

and

Second-Han-

j

o

HighestjCash Price Paid for
New and

Second-Han-

d

PHONE 56 BLACK.

Second-Han- d

Goods.

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

SANTA FE, N. M.

n

73

m

2

gett,
C Winters,
Spiess, Dr. H. M. Smith, Hallett Ray-- i
nolds, Dr. C. S. Losey, Ludwig Will
iam Ilfeld, Judge A. B. Fall, David
J. Leahy, Charles
Springer and
George Curry. Las Vegas Optic. '
During the past two days more than
fifty Ratonites, according to the ticket sales, have taken advantage of the
round trip rate to Santa Fe, th larger
percentage of these leaving yesterday
afternoon on No. 9. Twenty of th
members of the Raton High School
Girls' Glee club under the leadership
of Miss Marjorie Hubbell, will provide musical numbers during the several general stssions of the State
Teachers' association that convened
today. The city and county teachers

c

Carpets, Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, &c.

perfectly,

delicate

hot biscuit,
cake
and pastry.
muffins,

hot-brea- ds,

Protects the food from alum.

j

3

ra

Makes home baking easy. Nothing1
can equal it for making, quickly and

their

nt

Furniture, Queensware, Tinware,

FOREMOST
BAKING POWDER
IN THE WORLD

McCONVERY,

O

d

tartar

Made from pure, grape cream of

n

SPITZ, THE JEWELER
service in our watch
is our hobby. Try it.

1911.

y

" It's the Watch for You."

NOTE--Perfe- ct

18,

number of business men from

AND PERSONAL

S

WE RECOMMEND TO

NOVEMBER

SATURDAY

BLIZZARDS SWEPT OVER THE
GREAT LAKES COUNTRY.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., Nov. 18. Not since
1S55 have Michigan, Wisconsin and adjoining states been visited by so
fierce a November blizzard as swept
over them yesterday and isolated
scores of towns. The storm extended
east as far as Boston and out into the
Atlantic. The snowfall was extraord
inarily heavy. The damage to shipping was great.

igan, 0. Pennsylvania, 0.
At Madison,
half:
Wis., First
Minnesota, 6; Wisconsin, 0.
At Marshall Field, Chicago Second
period: Chicago, 3; Cornell, 0.
At Des Moines First period : Washington, 6; Drake, 0.
At Annapolis Third period: Navy,
0.
0; Pennsylvania

Pte,

--

a

pTDn

i, crre

ui-r-

DISASTROUS

DEFEAT.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
London, Nov. 18. The Venezuelan
FROM YALE. consul here received cable advices today from Caracas informing him that
Continued from Pago One.
Castro at the head of
a considerable body of revolutionist!,
leaving yesterday afternnoon were:
has met with a disastrous defeat near
County Superintendent Mrs. Josie Northwestern, 3; Illinois, 0.
At Ann Arbor First period: Mich San Cristoval.
a
Lockard and daughter Helen, Mrs.
Logue, Mrs. Neville Conn, Misses
Nellie Coats, Mabel Goin, Mary E.
Smith of Koehler, Gertrude Geros,
1
Alice Floyd, Mauue Freeman, Professor C. E. Grover, Florence Sitko and
AT THE
A. J. Smith and wife, all of Dawson;
Bird McBeth, Gardiner; Misses Mabel
Bendfer, Sarah Scheckner, Mildred
Besides All Other Flowers Now in Season.
Harding, Minnie Stump, Bessie Shel
don, Grace Allen, Oceola Glass, Inez
Balderson, Zoe Davis, Alaska Davis,
i Marv
Stevens Prnfiwsnr O C Whh
R. V. BOYLE, Manager.
Eugenia Herber, Belle Sweet and Phone Black 12.
Mrs. Gussie Dyer. Raton Rang.
PRINCETON

WINS

Le-on-

REQUIRES 30 MINUTES

REQUIRES 3 MINUTES

of Back Breaking Work.

and a "Universal" Bread Maker.

(ASK YOUR WIFE.)

(ASK YOUR NEIGHBOR.)

--

The New Way is Simple, Sure and Sanitary and the
is the Acme of the Labor-Save- rs'
SOLD BY

"Universal"

Bread Machine

Art.

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.,
Cash or Easy Payments,

$ .00 to $2.00 per Dozen

ROSES

CLARENDON

GARDENS,

'

THE BIG
That Handles the Best Make of Shoes for Men and Women
in the United States.
HANAN SHOES FOR MEN and QUEEN QUALITY FOR
WOMEN. They are REMARKABLE qualities. Isn't it remark-abl- e
to find a Shoe Department where you can ask for any kind
of a shoe that is desirable and g6od and have the salesman
say, "Here it is?" ISN'T IT REMARKABLE to find a big
stack of shining new styles ?

-

.

...

THAT YOU ARE ABLE TO COUNT ON ONE STORE for the best possible values,
ISN'T IT REMARKABLE the best possible qualities and the best possible service in f ittinjr your feet cor
rectly, stylish and comfortably ? ISN'T IT REMARKABLE TO FIND A SHOE DEPARTMENT that never asks you more
for a shoe than you are willing to pay. Lots of other REMARKABLE THINGS about our Reliable Shoe Department

s

